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Abstract  
Internationally active small innovative firms, born globals, have been seen very important due to their 
impact on the economic growth. Country programs promoting innovativeness and internationalization 
target this potential for growth by providing business support services in regional support organiza-
tions. Previous born global studies have identified the key features of such firms, such as phases of 
internationalization, growth models and resources they need in order to grow, but little is known about 
the role of immaterial resources public organizations can provide for born globals. 
The aim of this case study was to find out how regional public services contribute to the internationali-
zation of small, innovative firms. This study contributes to the born global research in various ways. 
Firstly, by strengthening the link between governmental support studies and born global studies by 
linking public services more closely into the support for born globals. Secondly, the focus is on finding 
out what immaterial services are used in addition to funding and financing services. Thirdly, by offer-
ing a service provider’s perspective instead of firm’s. In this study, this perspective comes in a form of 
a network of governmental support organizations and regional partners called Team Finland.  
The study was conducted by forming a literature review of born globals and by analyzing an Israeli 
country program, Yozma, and the Golden Gavia program from North Savo in order to find the effective 
ways to support small, innovative firms to become international. The empirical research was made by 
selecting four Team Finland organizations and one partner organization operating in North Savo. In 
addition to these five organizations, a strategic level representative from the ministry of employment 
and the economy was included in this study. The data was gathered via semi-structured interviews and 
secondary data sources were used in addition in order to increase the validity. Case summaries were 
formed from each case and compared with each other in order to find common patterns or differences. 
Despite the scarcity of born globals in the region, the growing amount of small firms and especially 
start-ups as the customers of Team Finland organizations offered strong connections to the research 
question. The empirical results followed the guidelines formed from the governmental support and born 
global studies. The role of financial support was high as expected, but it was seen to affect other sup-
port services and emphasis from financing might be turning to sparring and counseling services that 
increase internationalization capabilities and readiness. However, there were indications that lack of 
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resources forces counseling services to focus on bigger firms instead of start-ups. In addition to the 
managerial services, improved networking platforms and services focusing on providing more accurate 
market data via designated country teams together with cross-organizationally provided services could 
be seen to have the global reach that born globals need. 
The results offered information about key services, service prerequisites, how these services were pro-
vided for customers at operational and strategic levels and service elements that could be seen benefi-
cial for born globals. New service elements that were seen to enhance the internationalization services 
were noted and proposals for effective public support for born globals were formed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The internationalization of small, innovative firms called born globals has been stud-
ied very extensively during the last decades. One of the key notions is that born glob-
als have been seen emerging from countries where the domestic market is small, such 
as Finland (Cannone & Ughetto 2014; Wilson 2007; Madsen & Servais 1997). Born 
globals’ potential impact on the economic growth has been highlighted in several re-
cent studies (e.g. Doh & Kim, 2014; Avnimelech 2013), and as the government-
organized support for born globals seemed obvious due to this potential I paid atten-
tion to certain phenomenon. While the born global studies have focused on topics 
such as financing and marketing strategies (Gabrielsson & Pelkonen 2008; Lu-
ostarinen & Gabrielsson 2006; Gabrielsson & Sasi 2004), growth models (Gabriels-
son & Gabrielsson 2013), the differences of entry mode patterns compared with the 
traditional models (Gleason & Wiggenhorn 2007; Laanti, Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 
2007) or certain aspects that make them stand out from other type of firms (e.g. 
Knight & Gavusgil 2004), the connection and clear link between governmental sup-
port for firms and born globals seems to lack. When it comes to the resources born 
globals need in order to prospect, there seems to be heavy focus on financial support 
and funding for born globals in born global studies. I wanted to study the elements of 
governmental support more in order to find out if the heavy focus on monetary sup-
port is justifiable.    
The interest in born globals is not only academic. The growth potential of small firms 
and especially start-ups has been recognized in regional programs in Finland, as the 
share of exporting small firms in Finland is the lowest in Europe. In Finland, small 
and medium-sized firms form only 30 % of exporting firms, which is alarmingly low 
amount when compared with neighboring countries Estonia, Sweden and Germany, 
where the share of SMEs in exporting firms might be as high as 70 % 
(Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto). This tells about unused resources (Golden Gavia). 
While growth and internationalization require much from founders and as the interest 
to become international has been seen low among Finnish firms, there are still indica-
tions of hope among small firms despite difficult economic situations in Finland. Ac-
cording to the latest statistics about a quarter of small and medium sized firms were 
either expanding their operations or starting to export in 2015, which is the highest 
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percentage in many years (Pk-barometri 2015). The effect of internationalization on 
the economy is clear when only three percent of exporting firms in Finland form 60 % 
of total revenue (Golden Gavia). While the amount of startups in Finland is marginal 
– 0.24 percent of the total amount of firms according to the Finnvera’s estimation 
(Presentation from the Finnvera interview) – the Golden Gavia example, which I will 
present in part 1.2, shows that there has been efforts of increasing the amount of born 
globals, which tells about the interest to promote start-up firms to internationalize 
rapidly. This kind of information was one of the reasons for me to study the role of 
public organization in internationalization. 
The academic evidence and the interest of public organizations to provide support for 
born globals forms the initial framework. In this study, I focus on strengthening that 
link between governmental support and born globals by studying a country program 
called Team Finland that promotes internationalization of firms in Finland. The or-
ganizations operating under the ministry of employment and the economy provide the 
services with their regional partner organizations, and are located in every major re-
gion. In this study North Savo region is being used as an example region. This study 
includes analyzing the background to regional firm support, finding models for gov-
ernmental support and linking them to born global studies. I chose to use the service 
provider’s perspective in this study and utilize born global studies in order to get the 
“customer” experience and point of view. 
Next I will first introduce the Team Finland concept and then show how it is linked to 
the regional service providers, and support for born globals. Research gap, research 
question and justification for this study will be further discussed in part 1.3 after the 
introduction of Team Finland concept and the regional focus point of view. The over-
all structure of this study is presented after that part with more details. 
 
 
1.1 Team Finland  
 
The governmental support perspective in this study is Team Finland, which is a rela-
tively recent addition to the support for internationalization. While I could have stud-
ied single organizations involved in internationalization support, Team Finland forms 
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a network of major public and private organizations working for Finnish companies, 
promoting the internationalization of firms, country brand and attracting foreign direct 
investments to Finland. That is why Team Finland has been seen as the “main tool” 
for support and enhancing of export in Finland (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto). While 
governmental support for firms can hardly be called a new system, this combined 
Team Finland service model is newly branded and could be seen as the latest “evolu-
tion” of cooperation modes between public organizations, research institutes and pri-
vate sector organizations, and it is still in progress of its finalization, as it has been 
launched in 2013 while having its “foundation stones” placed in 2011.  
The origins for Team Finland come from regional pilot projects and experiences done 
in Finland and abroad, and these have now been transferred into the strategic level in 
Finland. The regional support organizations working under the ministry of employ-
ment and economy have also met changes during the shift towards Team Finland 
model, and also the regional partners need to cope with these changes. There has been 
a necessary overhaul of international services, administration level reorganizations 
and at the end of the year 2014 the new service model has been starting to be imple-
mented on regional levels (Team Finland in 2014), the last part being most challeng-
ing. At the end of the year 2014 Team Finland contains the basics of the service plat-
form with a website, where internationalization services provided by public organiza-
tions have been gathered, and which introduces the new format of six main service 
areas and guides to major service providers (Team Finland in 2014).  
The reason why there have been large scale reforms comes from experiences and 
feedback that public internationalization services for firms are too scattered, and that 
the resources should be used with better efficiency. Due to the scattered field of sup-
port organizations there is a need to offer internationalizing firms one contact point 
where to gather information and contact right authorities instead of information being 
scattered around the organizations’ own sites, and simplify the service processes and 
guide certain operations in a same principle. There are many existing models along-
side Team Finland that are focusing on guiding firms to right services, private and 
public ones. One such service concept designed for fast growing and internationaliz-
ing firms, Growth track, where Team Finland member organizations are participating, 
aims to coordinate firms to available public services by appointing a contact person 
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for each firm that gets accepted (Yritys Suomi). In general, projects such as Growth 
track resemble what the upcoming change is all about – cross-organizationally pro-
vided services and guiding firms through the process, making it as easy for the firm as 
possible. 
This service model has required identifying and removing overlapping services in 
order for cross-sectional service structure to work (Team Finland in 2014) and market 
services for the customers. Reducing the amount of services and simplifying the ser-
vice structure are also factors that have effect on both service provider and customers 
(Team Finland in 2014) and it led to service pack that can be seen in Figure 1. These 
organizational and service changes are expected to lead into better customer service 
(Team Finland in 2014). The idea is to target two customer segments: firms that oper-
ate in the domestic market and are starting their international operations, and firms 
that aim for new international markets or operate in existing ones. In the Team Fin-
land strategies (Team Finland strategy 2013; Team Finland strategy 2014) other forms 
of resources than funds the firm needs have been recognized to be information, help in 
accessing markets, training for the entrepreneur and connections such as access to 
networks. Creating and improving networks and networking has an important role in 
the Team Finland strategy (Team Finland strategy 2013; Team Finland strategy 2014) 
which also makes it an important service element. Also when it comes to understand-
ing the customer or industry need, the concept of using specialists, who have experi-
ence and knowledge about industries, has been understood in Team Finland, as it has 
a steering group consisting of managers from major Finnish private firms. The gov-
ernment is responsible for guiding the activities of the network (Team Finland a) and 
the steering group is in response of the strategic prioritizing, and this combination of 
industry experts and governmental facilitation were seen to enhance the regional sup-
port services by analyzing the long term goals and targets. 
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There are also other elements of unification processes aside service modifications. 
These have been done by planning a customer relationship management system that 
all Team Finland organizations will use, by testing new methods and adapting useful 
features to existing frameworks. Team Finland LetsGrow advice and financing service 
for example can be seen as a pilot for funding application handling processes might 
allow adapting it to other financial instruments (Team Finland strategy 2014, 18). The 
aim for these operations is to offer firms linked services that customer can get by con-
tacting one of the Team Finland organizations. This network model, where service 
providers document the customer data into the customer management system, allows 
sharing of the information in the Team Finland network more effectively and offers 
more accurate services based on firm’s needs. As mentioned, the practical service is 
Gompany 
seeking 
international 
growth
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
OPPORTUNITIES
ADVICE
NETWORKS
VISIBILITY
FINANCING
Figure 1. Team Finland services as represented in Team Finland Strategy 2014 
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provided via cross-organizational manner, as customer teams are formed from repre-
sentatives of Team Finland member organizations (Team Finland in 2014).  
The aim is to create a channel that operates both ways between Team Finland and 
customer firms, which allows dialogue between firms and the support organizations. 
In general the purpose is to cooperate there, where customers really need the service. 
In order to do this, Team Finland combines external economic relations, business ser-
vices and actions in Finland and abroad that improve the country brand, as illustrated 
in Figure 2. Although scattered, this kind of action has existed for years, but now it 
has been revamped under one name, mission and strategy. This improved linkage be-
tween regional organizations and foreign markets has been seen as a major improve-
ment. The aim of the improved networking is to create and coordinate cross-
organizational network consisting of ministries, Tekes, Finpro, Finnvera, cultural and 
science institutions such as VTT, Finnvera, Finnfunds, ELY-centres, ministries and 
embassies and in general link public and private companies, organizations and univer-
sities (Kauppakamari a; Team Finland strategy 2014) to serve the need of business.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team Finland organizations 
and regional partners 
70 Team Finland country teams Information 
Opportunities 
Expertise 
Future trends 
Contacts 
Representation 
Firm 
Global markets 
service platform 
Other 
firms 
GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT 
Policies 
Strategies 
Guidelines to regional support 
Figure 2. Team Finland service platform concept 
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When it comes to the goals of Team Finland, the importance of supporting innovative 
firms is clearly visible in the strategy: “in practice, the allocation of public resources 
should not involve unnecessary restrictions and steering, but should enable innova-
tion” (Team Finland strategy 2014, 11). Specific “priority” sectors for support has 
been stated to be cleantech, life sciences, bioeconomy and internationalization of ICT 
and software business start-ups, but in general service is for companies and clusters 
that show the greatest potential (Team Finland strategy 2014, 11). For the networking 
service teams, this involves analyzing firm’s target markets while taking the key mar-
ket regions in Europe, Asia and America (Team Finland strategy 2014, 27-28) into 
account.  
Next I will present the starting point for the regional Team Finland work. The pilot 
service model was tested in North Karelia and North Savo region in 2012. Major 
Team Finland organizations were participating in Golden Gavia program that promot-
ed born globals and internationalization in the region by providing cross-
organizational services, which also supports my choice of focusing on this region.  
 
 
1.2 North Savo region perspective 
 
I chose to focus on the Team Finland organizations operating in North Savo region 
because of three reasons. First is the connection between Team Finland pilot project 
and North Savo which makes this interesting. The pilot model was based on the fail-
ure to complete provision of international services in the domestic service model, 
which is why experiences and ideas were tested for a nationwide service model (Team 
Finland in 2014). Pilot project and cooperation experiences were used to gather sug-
gestions for the service model, as the most effective services and services liked and 
appreciated by firms were noted and included in the feedback. There were also rec-
ommendations to focus on the customer point of view: meeting potential start-ups, 
listening to them and understanding their needs. The pilot project lasted only for two 
months, which is why there is a need to note that there was an older foundation and 
experience for the cross-organizational work. 
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This is why my second reason for North Savo focus was Golden Gavia, a regional 
program that got my interest, as its mission was to utilize the potential of small firms 
and their unused resources by encouraging local firms to become international. In 
Eastern Finland 80 % of export is done by large firms, and the share of small and me-
dium sized firms is the lowest in the country. In general only 2.3 % of the firms in 
North Savo are involved with international business although that 2.3 % share forms 
37 % of overall revenue in the region. (Golden Gavia.) This is why increasing the 
amount of internationally active small firms has been seen especially vital, as the 
growth of small firms into strong, internationally active medium-sized firm also 
means jobs and tax revenues for the region. One of the most notable aims of Golden 
Gavia was the support for internationalization of small firms – and support for born 
globals.  
The services in Golden Gavia were cross-organizationally provided and offered re-
gional organizations experience about supporting firms in this manner, so it could be 
said to have an effect on the Team Finland model. The aim for support was to increase 
the amount of exporting firms and support actions needed for internationalization. As 
born globals are primarily guided to global markets by the founder or key people, the 
aim was to save firm’s resources by ensuring efficient management in the firm by 
using counseling services. The possibility to exchange ideas or brainstorm with ser-
vice providers was also seen as an effective service form. Internationalizing firms in 
general were offered counseling services related to increasing knowledge, skills, 
know-how about management, strategies, customers, markets and entry modes. Since 
internationalization is a challenging process it required activity and commitment from 
firms that applied to the program. Firms that already have advanced in internationali-
zation had access to a new advisory board service organized by Kuopio chamber of 
commerce, where experienced professionals offered mentoring for the firms. Feed-
back for services was seen positive (Golden Gavia) and especially the advisory board 
service was appreciated, as it allowed testing of ideas and offered new perspectives. It 
also offered new contacts and networking possibilities.  
The report analyzing the elements in internationalization service models highlighted 
several learning points from Golden Gavia. The service model, as seen in Figure 3, 
included the usage of customer teams formed from regional support organizations and 
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co-operating in searching and screening of potential firms, and forming the customer 
teams based on the customer’s service need. Written service plans were seen useful by 
the participating firms as they offered both goals and guiding on how to proceed. Ser-
vices included entrepreneurial networking, mentoring, sparring and advisory board 
services, and these were also adjusted according to the feedback. (Confidential report 
from the interview.) 
 
Figure 3. Four stage service model in Golden Gavia as described in the website 
(Golden Gavia) 
 
Thirdly, by selecting North Savo focus I also thought about my available resources. 
This made my study somewhat easier as I had better access to these regional organiza-
tions due to shorter travel distances. This small cluster of organizations operating in 
Kuopio - Finnvera, Finpro and Tekes - are located in the same ELY-centre building, 
which is easier for the customer and makes cross-organizational work easier. This 
“hub” itself is particularly interesting since this joint office facility concept will be 
spreading in order to “enhance the efficiency and development of joint services, cus-
tomer processes, and operational models in the Team Finland network” (Finpro press 
release). In the capital region Finpro, Tekes and Finnvera move under the same roof 
in 2016 in order to attain similar synergies when it comes to co-operation (TEM). The 
new Team Finland house in Helsinki will be the new hub for the Team Finland net-
Customer 
contact
Mapping 
the service 
need
Action
Follow up 
and 
evaluation
One contact point: 
Information is shared 
between the support 
organizations 
Customer’s suitability 
for internationalization 
Creating the customer team 
Guiding to right services 
Re-mapping the service need 
Feedback for service providers 
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work activities in 2016 as it combines 600 workers from various organizations, and 
has been defined as the key program for the future development of Team Finland 
network (Team Finland b; Team Finland in 2014). 
 
 
1.3 Purpose and research question 
 
In the introduction part, I explained the academic and governmental interest towards 
the support for born globals. According to my findings the born global research and 
the governmental organization point of view haven’t been properly linked, and the 
lack of focus on the immaterial services itself forms a research gap, as when it comes 
to resources provided by public organizations the main focus in born global studies 
seems usually to be on funding (Avnimelech et al. 2013; Gabrielsson, Kirpalani, Di-
mitratos, Solberg, & Zucchella 2008; Wilson 2007; Gabrielsson, Sasi & Darling 
2004). This focus on funding and financing instead of other form of resources natural-
ly tells about its importance for start-ups. However, when an important aspect, such as 
networking, has been addressed in a study it has mostly been acknowledged as the 
entrepreneur or firm driven factor (Cannone & Ughetto 2014; Almor 2013; Gabriels-
son & Gabrielsson 2013), not as an external service that firm could utilize. 
By using findings from studies concentrating on governmental support for firms and 
studies focusing on born global firms I will focus on this research question:  
“How do public immaterial services contribute to the internationalization of small 
innovative companies in regional level?” 
It is worth emphasizing the value of supporting born globals, as the economy of Fin-
land will grow by supporting small innovative firms in the growing industries such as 
ICT industry, as today’s firms such as Rovio and Supercell have shown how small 
firms can grow rapidly into worldwide actors thanks to the appropriate level of sup-
port from governmental organizations. Importance of support (Soogwan & Byungkyu 
2014, 1557) and governmental support for key sectors (Avnimelech 2013) are clear 
links to economic growth, and therefore encouraging firms to enter global markets 
should be improved. Finland has a small domestic market for firms, which is one de-
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terminant for internationalization (Cannone & Ughetto 2014; Wilson 2007, 46) and is 
recognized for high innovation, high-tech and high know-how (Gabrielsson et al. 
2004). Understanding how this could be supported and how it is being supported by 
public organizations in Finland is one of my key interests in this study.   
When it comes to studying country policies, there have been some recent studies fo-
cusing on governmental policies and their role in innovation and small firm support 
for example in South Korea (Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014), USA (Avnimelech 2013), 
Israel (Avnimelech 2013), Italy Italy (Fiore, Grisorio & Prota 2011) and South East 
Europe (Wilson 2007). Many born global studies have presented frameworks and 
models for the growth of born globals and patterns they follow (Almor 2013; Gabri-
elsson & Gabrielsson 2013; Gabrielsson et al. 2008). However, there hasn’t been a 
study explaining how country-based support programs or networks created by public 
organizations work for born globals. This lack of studies focusing directly on gov-
ernmental support for born globals forms an especially noticeable research gap, espe-
cially when concerning the amount of born global studies made in Finland and the 
lack of focus on public services provided for born globals. In general the role of gov-
ernmental support for born globals and conditions for those firms in the country has 
been recognized as an area which requires more studies.  
Recent born global research have suggested future studies concentrating on “different 
influences that affect the phenomenon of born globals by refining the outlined dimen-
sions and by including --- the characteristics of network relations --- and the host 
country conditions” (Cannone & Ughetto 2014, 281) and Loane, Gell and McNaugh-
ton (2007) proposed studying how public organizations could support team-based 
start-ups and link these born globals to missing resources and right partners. These 
suggestions present gaps in born global studies, and offers links to governmental sup-
port for firms, and together with the emerging of the Team Finland service model has 
led me to this research subject. 
This aspect of using governmental organization’s point of view and focusing mostly 
on immaterial resources provided by the public organizations offers uniqueness, as 
these aspects have received only little attention in the field of born global and gov-
ernmental support studies. The way of using governmental organization point of view 
in this study also gives an opportunity to learn about the priorities of service provid-
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ers, find out what challenges Team Finland needs to overcome when offering immate-
rial services and how service providers see this new service concept meeting the re-
quirements from the firm side. This also allows comparing these with how companies 
see immaterial services such as counseling and networking services to meet their 
needs by using company’s resource point of view, which will be drawn from the born 
global research literature - and how this specific public sector activity aims to promote 
small innovative firms in general.  
Knowing the emphasis on financing or funding in previous studies this research ques-
tion leads to concentrating on Team Finland’s immaterial internationalization services 
for small innovative firms aiming for global markets in order to get a better under-
standing how born globals can be effectively supported in other ways than just by 
funding, as it has been seen that born globals excel at fund gathering from foreign 
financiers. With immaterial services I mean other services than funding or financing, 
and specifically study how networking, market information and management counsel-
ing are presented, as these services provided by governmental organizations have 
barely been mentioned in recent born global studies. 
In order to get answer to my questions I conducted an empirical study with organiza-
tions responsible for managing Team Finland’s services and interviewed informants 
who are involved with the operational services at the regional level. These organiza-
tions are Tekes, Finpro, Finnvera, Centre for economic development, transportation 
and environment (name ELY centre will be used from now on), Kuopio Chamber of 
Commerce and Ministry of Employment and Economy. In total this study involves 
gaining information and experiences from seven people from these six organizations, 
where the ministry offers a strategic view while others form a regional and operational 
point of view. I will gather information from Team Finland websites and strategies in 
order to spot key areas of focus and how the service model for customers has been, 
and will be, formed. This methodology part will be described in more detail in Chap-
ter 3, and organizations will be presented in part 5.1. 
To summarize, there are four points that justify the reason for conducting this study, 
relating to the studied phenomenon and Team Finland. Firstly, the interest in other 
resources, provided by the public organizations, than money lies in the observation 
that this topic hasn’t received much attention among researchers. Secondly, this 
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unique Team Finland service platform that aims to reach firms needing help in their 
internationalization processes offers a new model for governmental support, and it 
offers a possibility to see what services are being emphasized. Thirdly, this is a new 
service brand build on top of older mix of services and evaluation of the model was 
made in winter 2014-2015 (Team Finland strategy 2014, 29) so this allowed me to 
study what services has been emphasized in the progress and what hasn’t. Fourthly, 
the growing importance of small firms will require right politics and business envi-
ronment that supports internationalization of small firms in Finland in order to support 
economic growth. So, reasons for conducting this study and its worth are numerous. 
The contribution to research field will then be this: to study the new service platform 
offering immaterial services and funding in order to find out how to provide missing 
resources for internationalizing, innovative firm called born global, and possibly ex-
plain effective ways for public organizations to support “creation” of born globals. 
This study proceeds in a following way. After presenting the initial study framework 
and my goals in chapter one I focus on deepening the theoretical part. In chapter two, 
the topic is divided into two parts: born globals and governmental support. At the end 
of chapter two, I’ll present a summary of my findings and link these two areas togeth-
er by enhancing the born global conceptual framework with governmental support 
points.  
Chapter three starts the methodology part and includes presenting my choice for the 
empirical research strategy and research methodology, supported by findings and 
guidelines from the methodology literature. Primary and secondary data gathering 
methods will also be addressed in this chapter. In this chapter, I also explain how I 
conducted the analysis part and how I addressed evaluation and validity issues in this 
study. 
Chapter four presents the studied case organizations and empirical research results, 
and in chapter six I make conclusions for the study based on syntheses formed from 
the theoretical background and the empirical findings. In chapter five I sum up the 
syntheses from theory part and empirical results and present conclusions. In part 5.2 I 
estimate the value of this study and in part 5.3 I present future study suggestions. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
The key concept for my study will be formed around a few recent and important fields 
of studies: born globals and governmental support for firms. Studies with governmen-
tal support focus have addressed the support for certain key sectors or regions, inno-
vations and small firms in general without any direct focus on immaterial services, so 
that is the linkage I’m using to combine these two fields – how public organizations 
provide immaterial services support growth and the internationalization of born global 
firms via the new service platform. 
First I will define the concept of born globals and how those are suitable targets for 
Team Finland service according to studies, and explain the connection points for the 
public business services. From these theory findings, I will form a framework for 
governmental support for born globals. 
 
 
2.1 Defining born globals 
 
Internationalization of firms and external resources they need for becoming interna-
tional has been studied very extensively, and during the last decade interest has turned 
to small innovative firms that become international rapidly (Cannone & Ughetto 
2014; Almor 2013; Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013; Loane et al. 2007; Knight & 
Cavusgil 2004). Topics, such as why and how born globals become international, how 
born globals differ from traditional internationalization models, what strategies they 
use and how they keep up the pace after early internationalization, have offered a 
steady foundation when it comes to understanding these start-ups. However, due to 
the amount of definitions related to this phenomenon it iss important to define it better 
in this study.  
Definition for “small innovative firms adapting early internationalization” within a 
couple of years will be “born global”, following the trend of definitions in the con-
ducted studies (Cannone & Ughetto 2014; Almor 2013; Wilson 2007; Gabrielsson & 
Kirpalani, 2004; Madsen & Servais 1997). The same phenomenon has been described 
with terms “born international”, “international new venture”, “international start-up”, 
“committed internationalist”, “gazelle” and “global start-up” in earlier studies. Export 
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ratio, size and speed of internationalization have been used to define whenever a firm 
is born global or not (e.g. Loane et al. 2007). While the variety of definitions can be 
linked to the same phenomenon via aforementioned factors, this high amount of defi-
nitions itself has been seen as a problem when it comes to the comparison of results 
between born global studies (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 557). By using the defi-
nition “born global” – or “startup aiming to become born global” if taking the emerg-
ing born globals element into account – I will contribute to the research and help to 
standardize the definition with my own example. 
It is necessary to describe the main features of born globals in order to understand 
reasons for supporting them. Scale of international activities and time needed for the 
international phase are the major qualifications of born global firms (Cannone & 
Ughetto 2014, 273; Madsen & Servais 1997), as born globals aim for the global mar-
ket usually from the start but still within three years (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 
557), and skip domestic sales and traditional learning phases that were previously 
seen necessary before entering global markets in internationalization models (Madsen 
& Servais 1997, 562). This aim and fast speed of internationalization, if compared 
with the traditional internationalization models, means that success in the first launch 
phase of internationalization and gaining the footing in the targeted main market also 
means surviving and growth, and later expansion to other markets (Gabrielsson & 
Gabrielsson 2013, 1362; Gabrielsson et al. 2008, 386).  
Born globals are seen to differ from others firms thanks to global mindset, and they 
are not afflicted by normal reasons and limitations (Acs, Morc, Shaver & Yeng 1997) 
related to why small firms prefer to stay in domestic markets. This global mindset and 
internal capabilities based on knowledge (Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 136) are still im-
portant when analyzing  the factors affecting the field where potential start-ups oper-
ate, meaning policies that support innovativeness, founding of firms and international-
izing without barriers. It has been noted that it is essentially the managerial qualities – 
team formation that combines social resources – that enables the rapid internationali-
zation (Loane et al. 2007, 491). This team-based focus Loane et al. (2007) presented 
in their study is a relatively new approach, as the team capabilities and synergies in 
born globals haven’t been studied too much even though it is easy to see the connec-
tion. For example Knight and Cavusgil (2004, 127) described born global’s driving 
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force being youngness and agility and Madsen and Servais (1997, 565) saw “more 
elaborate capabilities of people” as the driving force while in Gabrielsson and Gabri-
elsson’s research (2013, 1359) aspects like entrepreneurial actions, entrepreneurial 
orientation and innovativeness of the entrepreneur and employees were highlighted as 
the success factors. 
There are also other features that have been connected to born globals. When it comes 
to the origin of born globals, which could help to explain the level of know-how and 
the skills of the entrepreneurial teams, it has been suggested that the majority born 
globals start their existence independently, as opposed to being a university or corpo-
rate spin-out (Loane et al. 2007, 494) but national differences naturally exists: for ex-
ample in Ireland Loane et al. (2007) noted that almost a quarter of studied born glob-
als were university spin outs. However, Loane et al. (2007, 495) stated that entrepre-
neurial spin-out was, in general, the most commonly encountered formation in their 
study. Gabrielsson and Gabrielsson (2013, 1363) also noticed that previous industry 
sector experience was in a key role when spotting and creating business opportunities. 
So it is clear that founders of born globals usually originate from other firms, which 
are incapable of exploiting a business opportunity themselves, and that the new start-
up exploits the business opportunity with their accumulated skills and knowledge. 
This set of skills is strengthened by recruiting more team members with skills the 
original team doesn’t have (Loane et al. 2007, 496). The specific skill set, preference 
and technological focus can be seen to lead to a dependency on a single product 
(Loane et al. 2007, 494), highlighting the need to stay in touch with customers, as 
born globals are seen to target niche markets, focusing on low amount of large cus-
tomers (Almor 2013, 64; Madsen & Servais 1997, 564). In general these factors de-
fine the choice between independency and dependency on an important client (Gabri-
elsson & Kirpalani 2004, 567-568).  
Due to these three features – managerial competencies, the need for external resources 
and differentiation – effective networking has been seen as one key feature in born 
globals (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013, 1366) and as an important accumulated 
skill (Loane et al. 2007, 496), as it offers access to customers, knowledge, technolo-
gies, resources and partnerships (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 562). Networking is 
important also because born globals won’t limit their markets to geographically close 
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ones (Madsen & Servais 1997, 564) and this requires firm to compensate its own re-
source scarcities with networking. Networking has also seen as an entry mode, as ex-
isting multinationals can acts as catalysts for them either by being a system integrator, 
being a customer or by being a licensor or distributor (Gabrielsson et al. 2008, 391; 
Acs et al. 1997, 8). This emphasizes the networking between firms of different sizes.  
Aside the need for resources and networking focus, innovativeness has been closely 
linked to born globals (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013, 1363; Wilson 2007, 46; 
Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 124) as they provide unique service offering for their target-
ed clients, usually specialization in a form of technological innovation (Gabrielsson & 
Gabrielsson 2013, 1363; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 557; Madsen & Servais 1997, 
566). In fact the innovativeness has been seen mandatory: small firm “must” be inno-
vative in order to be able to target distant niche markets and survive (Madsen & Ser-
vais 1997, 578). Innovative product focus, founder’s experience and niche market 
orientation has been seen to be closely linked together, which is also why some re-
searchers (e.g. Madsen & Servais 1997) see born globals “locked” in their history. 
It can be summed that innovativeness, product and market differentiation combined to 
a capability and will to ignore “geographical market limitations” explains why pro-
moting firms to internationalize in a “born global manner” is a great interest especial-
ly for small countries such as Finland, which is export dependent and has a small do-
mestic market, in order to support economic growth. This topic will be addressed 
next, continuing in a form of born global literature review. 
 
 
2.2 Born globals and the reasons to support them 
 
The important role of small firms for innovativeness and their potential growth via 
internationalization has led to some studies concentrating on how public organizations 
could promote born globals better and provide resources for these promising small, 
innovative firms (Avnimelech 2013; Avnimelech, Schwartz & Bar-El 2007; Gabriels-
son & Kirpalani 2004). Importance of supporting new firms (Soogwan & Byungkyu 
2014, 1557) and governmental support for key industry sectors has been seen to be 
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clear links to economic growth (Avnimelech 2013; Doh & Kim, 2014), and therefore 
encouraging firms to enter global markets and grow should be improved.  
But why born globals would be especially good customers for governmental organiza-
tions according to previous studies, or why establishing a foundation that allows born 
globals to emerge would be important? Firstly, as mentioned, small internationally 
active firms such as born globals have been seen as the enabler’s of growth and the 
“saviors” of the future economy (Doh & Kim, 2014; Avnimelech 2013), id est, in the 
near future the focus on small growing firms has been seen to grow even more. Sec-
ondly, from the economic growth perspective innovative firms also have great effects 
on regional competitiveness and growth (Fiore et al. 2011, 1400). As small firms are 
seen as the key for innovations (Acs, et al. 1997, 8) it is understandable why their po-
tential interests public organizations. When it comes to the economic growth is also 
understandable when following the latest statistics, as shown in part 1.  
Related to these issues I present the third and the most important linkage: governmen-
tal support includes and allocates resources which born globals needs (Cannone & 
Ughetto 2014, 273; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 564) in order to prosper and affect 
to the economic growth. This means access to resources, networks and business ser-
vices. By targeting distant markets, the firm requires more resources and partners, but 
this distant market focus has been seen to increase committed to international activi-
ties (Almor 2013, 67). The global mindset and internal capabilities that guide the firm 
to the market (Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 136) offers connections to managerial support 
services, especially when it comes to customer screening processes and identification 
of potential firms. However, born globals also provide risk for supporters due not nec-
essarily being able to prove credibility or profitability (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 
557) which forms an issue when thinking about the support for the growth of key sec-
tors where governmental support is required. It is the early internationalization phase 
that is highlighted, since entering the first “lead market” is the door to further and 
broader market advance (Madsen & Servais 1997, 564) and it is also this phase that 
defines success or failure. 
So, to summarize the key findings in the existing literature on born globals: despite 
literature presenting multiple names for this phenomenon, common factors are a) 
small firm b) becoming international c) levering into niche markets with specialized, 
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unique product or service d) needs external sources for resources and need networks 
for this process e) are potentially risky and f) if successful they will also support re-
gional and economic growth. The framework for “emerging of born globals” is shown 
in Figure 4, presenting the defining factors that offer connections for the governmen-
tal support. 
 
Figure 4. Born global conceptual framework, as described by Cannone & Ughetto 
(2014, 273) 
 
The mapping of the service need of born globals will be addressed in part 2.4. Next I 
will study the governmental support for firms more closely. Conceptual framework 
that will guide the empirical part is built from the following themes, which are later 
analyzed from the Team Finland’s point of view. 
 
 
2.3 Governmental support for firms 
 
So far I have studied born globals and their potential for the economic growth. In this 
part, I will study how governmental support has been visible in born global studies, 
what examples of country programmes that promote small innovative firms exists, 
and what is the framework for governmental support for firms. I will compare these 
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with my findings from the previously addressed born global point of view in order to 
find the counterparts and to connect born globals to the governmental support part. 
Firstly I will focus on analyzing what are the national and regional level focuses on 
governmental support for firms. Then I will show an example of governmental pro-
gram in Israel that managed to support the creation of born globals, and lastly I will 
sum up findings from governmental support when it comes to the most effective gov-
ernmental framework that supports the rapid internationalization of firms. 
 
 
2.3.1 National and regional level focuses 
 
As I am conducting this study from the perspective of governmental organizations, the 
service provider’s question is “what are the immaterial resources my customer – in 
this case small and innovative company called born global – needs in order to grow 
and prosper”. By combining findings from studies that have included the aspect of 
governmental support and created models and/or propositions for public business 
support services I will get a guideline that helps me to better understand the challeng-
es and difficulties that Team Finland faces when contributing to the internationaliza-
tion of small firms. 
Governmental and regional support via governmental policies for small innovative 
firms has been recently studied for example by Doh and Kim (2014) and Fiore, Gri-
sorio, and Prota (2011), who presented a South Korean and Italian points of view, and 
certain studies have focused on specific governmental programs such as Israel’s 
Yozma (Almor 2013; Avnimelech 2013; Avnimelech, Schwartz & Bar-El 2007). 
Many born global studies have also focused on small countries with advanced econo-
mies (e.g. Almor 2013; Luostarinen & Gabrielsson 2006; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 
2004; Gabrielsson & Sasi 2004) such as Finland and Israel, countries well known for 
high innovation, high-tech and high know-how (Gabrielsson et al. 2004) and where 
the small domestic market is the main determinant of internationalization (Cannone & 
Ughetto 2014; Wilson 2007, 46) and enables rapid internationalization (Loane et al. 
2007, 491), which offers me multiple connections for the governmental support part 
in this study. 
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Domestic conditions and governmental support for firms is an obvious key point 
when considering success of small firms and strategic sectors, clusters and industries 
defined by governments and ministries. Numerous studies on relation between inno-
vations, internationalization and governmental support have already been conducted 
and their role in the support and development of innovation cultures confirmed 
(Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014; Fiore et al. 2011; Herstad, Bloch Ebersberger & Velde 
2010; Laanti et al. 2007) which offer support for the importance of Team Finland 
concept. One important larger scale mission is naturally the removal of trade barriers, 
as these can be seen harmful especially for start-ups (Acs et al. 1997, 8) since one 
explaining factor is the previously mentioned feature of not restricting operations to 
only geographically close markets (Madsen & Servais 1997, 564). 
These issues explain how a linkage to country’s innovative policies, legal frameworks 
and environment, mainly the ability to stimulate innovative start-ups, has been seen as 
an important factor when promoting born global firms (Cannone & Ughetto 2014, 
274; Herstad et al. 2010, 119; Wilson 2007, 48; Acs et al. 1997, 8). However when 
thinking about the relation between country conditions and born globals it is good to 
notice some opposing points of view. In some cases domestic conditions and especial-
ly limited domestic resources can actually be seen to promote “born global-ness” 
(Cannone & Ughetto 2014, 274) as according to this view this push factor forces 
companies to become international in order to gain more resources from abroad. The 
business environment for small innovative firms aiming for global markets has greatly 
improved (Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 136) thanks to technological development and 
this partially enables independency from local resources.  
This doesn’t mean that there is no use to support born globals – on the contrary. As 
noted this one push factor is only one among many that affects emerging of born 
globals. What is important is the finding that regional role is crucial when promoting 
innovative firms (Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014, 1560; Fiore et al. 2011; Wilson 2007, 
53), and in this study this level is regional organizations operating in North Savo. The 
local or regional role is important as information about the firm population and envi-
ronment is needed in order to form effective policies (Wilson 2007, 53) and offer right 
services. It has been suggested that local governments should be the main actors when 
promoting small firms thanks to their proximity to firms, and national level should be 
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in the facilitative role because top-down type of governmental support hasn’t seen to 
be effective (Doh & Kim, 2014, 1560; Wilson 2007, 53).  
So, what are these facilitative actions that form the basis for regional level support? 
Soogwan and Byungkyu (2014) for example have identified five roles for governmen-
tal institutions when it comes to supporting firms: business support services such as 
advisory board –model, technical and managerial services, networking, funding and 
offering legal frameworks for innovations, the last one being a linkage to the previ-
ously addressed domestic conditions theme. From these steps, it goes down into the 
regional level, where the customer service is really done.  
Effective business support service requires understanding the customer, where the 
regional organizations enter the picture. Aside the support for innovativeness, under-
standing the industry, firm characteristics such as innovativeness, niche market focus, 
entry modes and channels (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 567; Knight & Cavusgil 
2004, 131), foreign market targeting strategies (Almor 2013, 67) and entrepreneur’s 
skills and background in order to provide service are hence required from the support 
organizations while allocating resources. Different paths the born global usually fol-
lows (see e.g. Almor 2013; Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013; Gabrielsson et al. 2008) 
means direct connections to the needed services, but knowledge alone about these 
paths can help. When it for example comes to understanding the “cyclical nature of 
the digital media industry” and other newly born industries or key sectors, it requires 
acknowledgement by all sides: decision makers of firms, financial institutions and 
government (Gabrielsson & Pelkonen 2008, 67). 
Since it is the innovativeness that drives born globals, there are also supportive ser-
vices that could be effective on enabling new born globals.  The main importance for 
the governmental support has been proposed to be in supporting and enhancing inno-
vation culture and its mechanics, such as organizational capabilities and dynamics 
(Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 127) aside just providing missing resources or funding 
R&D. One example are programs that focus on building innovation strategies in start-
ups and examples of this kind usually exists in small open economies (Herstad et al. 
2010, 118). Other finding in studies regarding born global’s requirements was that 
governmental support should be extended from R&D and export support to the sup-
port for all operation modes – outward, inward and cooperation – of international 
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business (see e.g. Gabrielsson et al. 2004, 601). This requires that regional support 
organizations have adaptability and ability to change with the firms (Herstad et al. 
2010, 121; Wilson 2007, 53) in order to provide managerial and technical services 
most efficiently.  
Networking was also mentioned by Soogwan and Byungkyu (2014) as a tool for sup-
port organization and this is one of the key requirements for born globals. National 
linking and creating forums and platforms in order to effectively link public and pri-
vate actors has been seen as an effective policy tool (Herstad et al. 2010, 119). How-
ever, international linking has been seen to be weaker than national linkages (Herstad 
et al. 2010, 120) which is why policy makers should pay attention that business sup-
port services promote international contacts as well.  
Funding was the fourth facilitative factor mentioned by Soogwan and Byungkyu 
(2014), and in many cases it can be seen the most important according to born global 
studies. One aspect that has especially received attention in the previous studies is 
funding born globals either by private investors or public venture capitalists. Although 
this isn’t a theme I will concentrate on, it is nonetheless crucial to understand due to 
its importance for born globals and their existence since the born global concept can 
be seen to be all about funding innovations and quick growth (Acs et al. 1997, 9). Es-
pecially the role of seed money from the government and/or public venture capital 
during set up and internationalization phases is very high (Gabrielsson et al. 2004, 
594), as innovative firm’s development costs are high, and in the born global case 
there has a noted need for financing specific steps instead of “gradual growth” in born 
globals and high amount of working capital is required for high growth (Gabrielsson 
et al. 2004, 593). These uses of external resources have also been seen to change how 
born globals operate, as they might shift from niche market focus to the optional ways 
of growth (Almor 2013, 64-65). Still, it has been noted that despite the need for fund-
ing is great, governmental venture capital financing shouldn’t exceed 50 % of support 
because of a risk of over dependency and the bad type of sustainability which follows 
it (Wilson 2007, 53). 
These issues – the need for regional awareness, good facilitative services and domes-
tic conditions – form challenges and opportunities for public organizations providing 
the services. While the evidence is clear that supporting born globals can form a spe-
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cific target for support organizations, born globals can also be seen as a successful 
byproduct of effective policies and programs that promote start-ups and certain im-
portant industries. 
 
 
2.3.2 An example of governmental program: the Israeli model and Yozma  
 
There are some examples provided by the studies of how governmental support is 
done and how it contributes to the internationalization of small, innovative firms (e.g. 
Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014), but one good example of governmental support is Isra-
el, a small, open economy, which has managed to support its ICT industry greatly 
thanks to vigorous programs, making it one of the international leaders in high-tech 
sector contribution and attractive for investors (Almor 2013, 57) who invest in start-
ups. The focus in Yozma was on establishing an attractive, operational field for pri-
vate sector, foreign investors and venture capitalists in order to employ technically 
skilled people who had immigrated to Israel and promote fast growing and interna-
tionalizing start-ups. That is why I will study aspects in Israel’s Yozma model case for 
governmental support, as the model could offer many learning points especially to 
Finland when it comes to promoting born globals, as suggested by Gabrielsson and 
Kirpalani (2004).  
This Israeli model of governmental support for start-up ICT and firms belonging to 
major clusters, such as biotechnology, has been studied by Avnimelech, Schwartz and 
Bar-El (2007) and Avnimelech (2013), and in general this role of governmental sup-
port  in economic growth via targeted policy making has been acknowledged to be 
effective (Almor 2013, 57-58; Avnimelech 2013, 836). Israel’s Yozma had a focus on 
cluster support, as studies show that clusters are being seen to increase firms’ innova-
tiveness, productivity and competitiveness (Wilson 2007, 51). Aside successful poli-
cies learning can also be drawn from policy mistakes, such as lack of roadmap and 
coordination between governmental agencies (Avnimelech 2013, 848) that led to par-
tial failures in Israel’s biotechnology cluster.  
While Israel’s Yozma was mostly funding-based activity where government created 
an opportunity and platform for venture capitalists, together with Israel’s business 
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incubator programme it can be used as an example of governmental programs that 
targets specific industries and clusters because a) the support organization have simi-
lar focuses, having strong emphasis on financing and funding aspects aside other 
forms of services and b) Yozma was an effective answer to fixing of market failure, 
and offers many learning points for collaboration between private organizations, such 
as domestic and foreign venture capitalists and privatized incubators, and public or-
ganizations. That is why a brief summary of the research made by Avnimelech, 
Schwartz and Bar-El (2007) and supportive findings from Almor’s (2013) and Doh 
and Kim’s (2014) studies are necessary in order to find out what elements were be-
hind the success – was there anything else aside attracting private investors?  
The short answer is yes. The idea behind Yozma was to support companies by ensur-
ing financial, managerial and business resources that they may push their innovations 
into products and in the market (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1183). Through structural, 
cultural change, promoting R&D and creating of industry clusters and venture capital 
industry Israel has increased its start-up firm amount remarkably (Avnimelech et al. 
2007, 1186) and as a result, today Israel has a large percentage of internationally ac-
tive firms, many of these being born globals (Almor 2013, 58).  
What was done then? These studies made by Avnimelech et al. (2007), Almor (2013) 
and Doh and Kim (2014) have highlighted the importance of emphasis on following 
factors: early stage investments, choosing customer firms based on managerial and 
financial factors, short programs with clear endings, ensuring firm survivability 
alongside with R&D focus, local management for governmental support, importance 
of private ownership and staying close – in meanings of both physical proximity and 
follow-up – to the supported firms (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1184, 1187) instead of 
just triggering the start. In addition a follow-up funding program was implemented to 
support subsequent growth if public aid was seen necessary. The role of financing 
can’t be ignored in Yozma. Whilst in firms the attention was to improve entrepreneur-
ial and collective skills, internationalization and survival of firms, venture capitalists 
were seen as the key to promote start-ups (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1184). However, 
another critical point was a usage of regional incubators to support venture capitalist 
industry (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1195) and use of private and public organization 
services that offered aid in counselling, creating strategies and managing customer 
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firms (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1187). This combined form of public support services 
and venture capital was seen as a way to lessen the potential drawbacks.  
However, potential drawbacks in cluster/industry support exist, as according to re-
searchers it might lead into narrowing technological concentration thanks to increased 
competition (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1185) as only certain “preferred” industry sec-
tors gain monetary support instead of focusing on other promising firms. To prevent 
this narrowing it is important to recognize the need for what Doh and Kim (2014, 
1560) called the “broader pool of SMEs that make decisions about innovations”, and 
that the government follows what other activities have emerged aside the initially tar-
geted ones (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1185). This basically means that governmental 
support also faces the challenge of following what firms do and supporting that trend, 
and by doing so this would counters this problem of “narrowing of innovation” 
Avnimelech et al. (2007) found.  
Although these successes in governmental support created jobs and brought tax reve-
nues, there’s a place for some criticism as well. Some recent studies (Almor 2013) 
have showed that only a few born globals in Israel survived past their niche-market 
focus phases, which tells about problems of how to support further growth after born 
global enters the global market and indicates that money alone won’t suffice. There 
were also issues when it came to regional differences. While business incubators 
spread the success to remote regions as well instead of focusing all growth to the key 
industry regions (Avnimelech et al. 2007, 1184, 1187), they were seen to suffer from 
lack of capital due to remoteness. One of the critical issue that was noted by 
Avnimelech (2013, 846) was lack of strategic organization that clearly coordinated 
cooperation between organizations. He also pointed out how critical the governmental 
organizations’ long-term commitment and flexibility in policies and business envi-
ronment planning are for effective programmes that aim to support born globals. 
 
 
2.4 Mapping the support service need for born globals 
 
So, after analyzing Soogwan and Byungkyu’s (2014) facilitative actions which are 
delivered at regional levels and studying one successful country policy, I will next 
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analyze how the need for services, such as management counseling and networking, 
are recognized in born global studies by extracting some findings.  
As a small firm scarcity of resources is one key aspect, and when it comes to the type 
of resources, literature has an emphasis on funding, especially on funding such as seed 
money (Gabrielsson et al. 2004, 594). So early stage financing is important for born 
globals, but now it is time to adapt Soogwan and Byungkyu’s (2014) facilitative ac-
tions into the born global support mode by combining the common factors. 
There are studies that have offered connections to governmental support when it 
comes to immaterial services. Management advice has been mentioned being suitable 
for born globals in previous studies due to the “lack of managerial resources” born 
globals usually have (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004, 557) and management counsel-
ing in born global firm has been mentioned in form of using “godfather” board mem-
bers e.g. from universities or from other born globals. This method has been success-
fully used as managerial guidance in born global case companies in Luostarinen & 
Gabrielsson’s research (2006). This guidance seems important because founder mem-
bers of born globals usually have a specific skill set, and they strengthen their missing 
management skills by importing specialists in order to focus on their core competen-
cies (Loane et al. 2007, 497-498).  
Managerial focus also means aiding or guiding in certain operational actions, and it is 
an important note for support since studies have shown that founders’ prior experi-
ence and skills usually defines the very success of internationalization (Cannone & 
Ughetto 2014, 280; Loane et al. 2007, 490; Madsen & Servais 1997, 567). By focus-
ing on guiding founders or other key decision makers and by improving their readi-
ness for internationalization catches the very essence, because they are the driving 
force of born globals in the first place, and drivers of innovativeness (Gabrielsson & 
Kirpalani 2004, 559) and international orientation (Loane et al. 2007, 490) - and 
hence also the drivers of economic development (Doh & Kim, 2014, 1557).  
The key decision makers of start-ups have been described as “entrepreneurial teams” 
(Loane et al. 2007, 490) that need know-how and managerial expertise in order to 
avoid internationalization barriers normally faced by small firms. It can be summed 
that despite prior experience is the major guiding factor and even if founder’s previ-
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ous experience means high market knowledge (Madsen & Servais 1997, 569) and 
skills to exploit opportunities in markets, the continuous gain of information from 
various sources is still very high. The potential and survivability can be improved 
with right managerial services, and this might also help to trigger start-ups to become 
international. Aside market information, networks and connections are the most logi-
cal way for information and resources for born globals (Cannone & Ughetto 2014, 
275) so this is also a very important point where governmental support can be used, as 
the creation of innovation-based networks in knowledge-intensive economies is cru-
cial (Doh & Kim, 2014, 1560).  
The networking element has been seen used in three ways: by establishing new rela-
tionships in a new country network, by establishing new relationships in a known 
country network or by using networks as a bridge to new ones, also called network 
integration by Madsen and Servais (1997, 571). Networking not only means that by 
using external network partners makes firms focus on core competencies (Gabrielsson 
et al. 2004, 593; Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014), making firm work more efficiently, 
but the usage of external resources itself has been proved to improve firm’s own net-
working capabilities (Venckuviene & Snieska 2014). Identifying a client and a market 
could be seen as the main pulling factor for born globals, as major networking seems 
to happen between born globals and key foreign clients, according to a born global 
research example by Gabrielsson et al. (2008, 392) although domestic networks exist-
ed as well. 
Born global studies have shown that public networks can have an important role in 
addition to the client networks, as in Gabrielsson and Gabrielsson’s (2013, 1365) 
study it was noted that “the networks enabled by the Technical Research Centre of 
Finland were important ---”, but also in their study the main focus was on the compa-
ny’s point of view, without any further explanation about how these network elements 
were acquired by the firms other than the network was “enabled”. Nevertheless, find-
ings like these indicate that born globals operate in multiple networks: aside domestic 
networks (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013) and research institutes (Soogwan & 
Byungkyu 2014, 1560) other means of networking, such as industry forums and en-
trepreneur networks for mutual advice and counseling, have been seen as sources of 
important information for born globals (Laanti et al. 2007, 1113; Wilson 2007, 56). 
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There are still elements that public organizations could strengthen more. When it 
comes to public organizations and their mission in networking, Loane et al. (2007, 
502) also identified the policy priorities in linking of firms to private investors, and 
establishing access to important firms via public networks or export support trips if 
the firms doesn’t have access to a right network.  
 
 
2.5 Summarizing the key findings 
 
In order for governmental support for born globals to be effective, I have recognized 
four key areas in the previous studies that need to be fulfilled. This summarizes find-
ings and propositions in a form of framework for governmental support in form of 
immaterial services, which I will use when linking governmental support to born 
globals.  
1) Early internationalization, which aims at gaining quick access to global business 
(Madsen & Servais 1997) 
2) Follow up and subsequent international growth (Almor 2013; Avnimelech 2013; 
Sasi, & Arenius 2008) 
3) Governmental guidance is only facilitative and not dictatorial (Doh & Kim, 2014; 
Wilson 2007); being a catalyst instead of a controller, but remains dynamic and fol-
lows that policies and business environment support each other’s 
4) Cooperation with private sector (Avnimelech et al. 2007; Avnimelech 2013) is 
needed in order to provide quality business support services (Doh & Kim, 2014)  
“Early internationalization” in this summary includes factors that follow after the trig-
gering of born global: an identified business opportunity and customers. Aside ser-
vices that can be seen to help triggering by offering pull factors and knowledge about 
opportunities, commercialization, foreign networking, product piloting and financing 
(Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013, 1361;1363) are potential service needs. Firm’s pro-
duction, operational and market strategy phases also offer possible connection points 
to service offerings, especially to managerial support and networking services. Entry 
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modes are another focus point for the services as these form the strategy the firm uses 
to reach the customer. According to Laanti, Gabrielsson and Gabrielsson’s study 
(2007) entry mode forms one major need for service, as it combines the need for net-
working, market information and managerial support, such as advisory board, when 
mapping appropriate partners and distributors, and especially foreign distributors have 
been seen important for born globals (Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 136).  
“Follow up and subsequent growth” involves factors such as efficient tools and meth-
ods for follow-up in Team Finland, as well as services focusing on enhancing firm’s 
innovation culture and its mechanics, such as organizational capabilities and dynamics 
with resources (Knight & Cavusgil 2004, 127) in order for firm to survive and manage 
its growth (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013, 1361). The follow-up process requires 
both listening to the customers and know-how about customer industries and trends, 
which together enable the aspects Wilson (2007) held important: adaptability and abil-
ity to change with the firms. This follow-up could follow the counseling method, as 
described by Luostarinen & Gabrielsson (2006), and close cooperation between sup-
port organizations, following and carrying out the one “contact point” model where a 
firm can access all services of the network via one service provider. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, Almor (2013, 66) has presented a framework for continued growth, where born 
global firm focuses on different paths, or mix of paths, after the initial niche strategy: 
customer scope, product scope or country scope. These “break-out strategies” has 
been studied by Gabrielsson et al. (2008) and it has also been noted that “mature” 
born globals start to reduce dependencies and utilize synergies and economies of scale 
(Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013, 1361-1362). Important finding for the support or-
ganizations is that each path has different needs that support organizations need to 
understand, for example the role of networks is more highlighted in the country scope 
and customer scope means strategies related to identifying and selecting more global 
niche clients (Almor 2013, 65;71). 
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Figure 5. An example of technology-based born global’s paths of growth, as illustrat-
ed and described by Almor (2013, 66) 
 
“Facilitative role” and “cooperation with private sector” contains the management and 
leading the support organization network, the cohesion between the regional and stra-
tegic level of management, and how the cooperation with private sector works. As 
Israel’s Yozma showed, it is important to have good management and avoid policy 
mistakes to enable the growth and success of firms in the long run. The Yozma con-
cept is interesting when thinking about possible adaptations to Team Finland, as it 
allows learning from the role of regional issues, focuses on firms’ early stage prob-
lem, venture capital and incubators.  
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Figure 6. Governmental support areas, as led from the born global conceptual frame-
work (figure 3) 
 
As seen in Figure 6, there are essentially four connections for born global support. I 
will note these in the analysis part, but closely linked to these matters is also the 
change management itself that is molding the service providers and regional partners, 
and I consider this part to be important as well. Aside understanding the key areas of 
focus and the industry needs, there is an issue of trust and teamwork between gov-
ernmental organizations, as Wilson (2007, 53) has described, which will affect the 
effectiveness of services. Her words about the “need to work together in a coherent 
and collaborative fashion” couldn’t be any more important. Aside cohesion, efficiency 
is also affected when large organizations operate together. One potential choke point 
in governmental support has been recognized in the Team Finland strategy update 
2015 (17), which is “unnecessary bureaucracy --- (which) prevents new themes from 
being addressed with the necessary agility”, and which will be addressed in a form of 
this new service platform. Since the aim is to provide linked services, share infor-
mation and provide services based on the needs of firms it requires that service pro-
viders share information effectively and know each other’s services and capabilities. 
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3 RESEARCH METHODS AND ANALYSIS 
 
In this part, I present the research methodology I used when seeking an answer to my 
research question, explaining how I proceeded to the empirical data collection part 
and analysis. Before introducing my chosen research strategy I will shortly explain the 
qualitative research methodology and why it was preferred in this study, and after 
presenting the chosen research methodology I explain the primary and secondary data 
gathering methods and their focus points. In part 3.5 I will tell about how the analysis 
and evaluation were made in my study in order to ensure credibility and validity. 
 
 
3.1 Qualitative research and case study as a research methodology 
 
Qualitative research type was chosen due to its emphasis on social connections. This 
reason is the most important one, as the focus on social actions (Ghauri, Gronhaug & 
Kristianslund 1995, 84) in qualitative studies has shown that it is the best form to help 
understanding the processes and aspects of teamwork between public organizations, 
and in my study it is one of the main cases due to the network model nature of Team 
Finland. In addition, my focus on immaterial services, such as managerial support and 
networking, supports this choice.  
Qualitative research is a good tool for studying larger structures as well. As the quali-
tative study is used for example when wanting to “develop a broader understanding of 
these organizations and to uncover key constructs and linkages” (Knight & Cavusgil 
2004, 128) by finding out cultural, social and political aspects (Ghauri, Gronhaug & 
Kristianslund 1995, 85), the reason for selecting the method in order to depict the ser-
vice provider’s view and find common or conflicting characteristics in Team Fin-
land’s case lies on strong foundation. 
The qualitative research strategy I chose is a case study methodology, which itself 
forms an effective methodology when answering to “how” and “why” questions 
(Ghauri, Gronhaug & Kristianslund 1995, 88; Yin 1994, 21), and has been used in 
born global studies (Gabrielsson et al. 2004). The case study method has been seen as 
a good choice when quantitative methods would make the research difficult, and this 
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is especially true when studying organizational issues (Ghauri et al. 1995, 85; John-
ston, Leach, & Liu 1999, 205). Case study method also combines quantitative and 
qualitative data (Eisenhardt 1989, 534) while the analysis is naturally done qualita-
tively (Ghauri et al. 1995, 84-85). This combination of qualitative and quantitative has 
been seen as the main strength in case study research (Johnston et al. 1999, 208).  
Case study is actually considered a research strategy or technique (Eriksson & Ko-
valainen 2008, 116; Ghauri et al. 1995, 83) and as such it can be used as a step-by-
step guide. However, as mentioned by Yin (1994, 21), it is the role of propositions 
formed from the theory that guide towards finding evidences that matter in this pro-
gress. In this study, the required theory for case study research (Johnston et al. 1999, 
205) comes from the born global literature findings listed in part 2.5. This forms the 
basis for an extensive case study, where focus is on mapping for common patterns and 
mechanisms, as defined by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008, 119). My initial research 
design based on the case study research method is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Case study research design, illustration design follows the example of Loane 
et al. (2007, 492) 
 
 
3.2 Primary data gathering methodology: semi-structured interviews 
 
Semi-structured interviewing was used as a primary data source to gather the data 
from the Team Finland organizations. As various types of interviewing has been seen 
as the main method to gather ing data in business studies (Ghauri et al. 1995, 83-84), 
interviewing is a good support for case study methodology, as proven by the earlier 
adaptors of the case study method in born global studies (e.g. Gabrielsson & Gabriels-
son 2013, 1360). Usually interviewing is considered being the “presumed and practi-
cal” data collecting method in business researches, as it allows gathering data in a 
form of experiences that might not be available otherwise (Eriksson & Kovalainen 
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• Finding common patterns and conflicts in order to analyse following factors:
• focus point in services, defining customer, how services are being delivered, how roles have been defined, 
how informant's background affects
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2008, 78;80;82;125). In general, it is easy to sum up that interviewing has been de-
scribed as the most essential information source (Yin 1994, 84). 
From the various type of interviewing semi-structured interview has the possibility to 
“how” and “what” questions, making it a useful tool as it carries aspects from positiv-
ist, emotionalist and constructionist interview study types (Eriksson & Kovalainen 
2008, 79-80). Therefore I chose to gather experiences from selected themes with a 
focus on, for example, “how this matter x has been experienced”. These experiences 
gathered from the informants offered the insider’s view on how public organizations 
provide services, what are the selection criteria for customers and how the service is 
organized. 
THEMES SELECTED FOR DATA GATHERING: 
1. Pilot project and Golden Gavia experience and background of Team Fin-
land 
2. Key business services for firms 
3. How Team Finland manages to deliver these services 
In order to gain similar kind of information with flexibility it was important to have a 
method which forms the initial guideline that allows adaptation if new, important el-
ements appear via interviewing (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 82). In several occa-
sion and especially after the first interview, I found this data collecting method very 
useful thanks to this adaptability. Semi-structured interview also helped me to have 
some control in the situation by guiding the interview in the right direction, and in this 
case it helped me greatly due my lack of experience. Questions and already existing 
themes also helped in the analysis part, especially in categorizing important findings. 
For this study I interviewed seven informants from six Team Finland organizations, 
which will be introduced in more detail in the beginning of Chapter 5. All interviews 
were made in Finnish to avoid possible misunderstandings and in the interview situa-
tion. The first interviewed person was from Kuopio chamber of commerce and I used 
this first interview as a “pilot study”, as pilot study has been described as an important 
phase prior to the rest of the data gathering (Ghauri et al. 1995, 88), as that experience 
allows to modify and improve the questions. As I noticed necessary after the first in-
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terview, interview questions changed a bit or were altered to gain more information 
about certain aspects, as some new areas were highlighted after the pilot case. The set 
of questions was checked during the data gathering process and new as new view-
points enabled more accurate questions.  The questions asked at the ministry of em-
ployment and the economy also had a different focus –  the history and future of 
Team Finland –  instead of service experiences, which was asked from the informants 
from the regional Team Finland organizations. However, in general the themes re-
mained the same despite small altering in favor to gain better understanding about 
each case.  
I took precautions to ensure that interview questions weren’t the same as my initial 
research questions to avoid this common mistake usually made by novice researchers 
(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 79). I selected about 5 primary questions and about 
10-14 secondary questions, which gave more detailed information and freedom to ask 
more details if necessary. I sent the questions to each interviewed person before the 
interview and in the interview situation we held a discussion based on these questions 
I sent, as the themes were now known to the interviewed person. I chose this option to 
send the questions beforehand as semi-structured interview is basically based on 
adaptability and matter of taste and preference (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 74). I have 
to agree with Yin (1994, 85), as this made the interview situation resemble a conver-
sation that still had strict boundaries, and I guided the situation with questions when-
ever needed.  
These interviews offered me a better understanding on what the main focus in region-
al Team Finland work is. Pilot project experience was asked in order to highlight is-
sues in the regional business services that needs to improve or were seen missing. Key 
services were asked in order to learn about the main service areas and types and what 
kind of services – funding, financing and else – were seen to promote the internation-
alization of small firms and who are the “targeted” customers and what are the re-
quirements for these services. In addition to these, I asked about the background of 
Team Finland, what opinions, thoughts and hopes this process has brought forth, and 
what in general was seen important in Team Finland in order to define what exactly is 
improving in the regional client work and how Team Finland manages to deliver these 
services.  
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3.3 Secondary data sources 
 
Using multiple sources of data has been seen as the principle number one in case stud-
ies (Yin 1994, 90) because of the increased amount of evidence this brings to support 
findings from cases. As mentioned by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008, 125-126) the 
usage of other types of data aside interviewing not only offers more evidence to the 
case study but makes it richer as well. It is also worth noting that multiple cases also 
require that each case is accompanied with other sources of evidences (Johnston et al. 
1999, 207).  
Therefore I gathered sufficient amount of secondary data in addition to the primary 
data from semi-structured interviews. Keeping the findings from previous born global 
and governmental support literature in mind I focused on these factors when deter-
mining the relevancy of data sources: 
- Depicts the services for internationalizing firms  
- Defines/describes the regional support for internationalizing firms 
- Tells about the future/background of the new service model/ service 
platform  
Data collection was therefore formed from analyzing the following relevant sources: 
Team Finland strategies, data from Golden Gavia and the pilot project, websites, news 
and other relevant material related to the service platform and its services. Secondary 
data gained from the interviews, such as e-mails, reports and other form of docu-
ments, was treated confidentially and used with caution and presentation of this confi-
dential data in this study was also double-checked by the person who gave it. 
Although using documentary evidence has its own weaknesses when it comes to the 
purpose and objectivity of document (Johnston et al. 1999, 208) Team Finland project 
has provided much data that was easy to access and this additional data also helped 
me to analyse the interviews. However, it was important to keep in mind the changing 
nature of Team Finland also in secondary data gathering. Team Finland website, for 
example, was still in progress when it came to services. The digital service platform 
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context was one of the initial focus points of my study as I had my own estimations 
and expectations how the digital service platform could contribute to the deliverance 
of new services. However, it was quite clear during the interviewing process that my 
expectations changed from my initial setup so it was dropped, and in general I found 
important to keep cross-checking these updates in order to spot possible changes. 
 
 
3.4 Research samples and case organizations 
 
When I determined the amount of cases I would use in my study, there were several 
factors affecting to it. The most obvious factor was available resources, such as time 
and money, which naturally have an effect in research and how it should be addressed 
(Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 85). Complexity of the studied issue has also been seen to 
affect to the case amount criteria (Ghauri et al. 1995, 90). It has been suggested that 
appropriate amount of cases varies between 4-10 cases, or adding cases until results 
are “saturated”, meaning that nothing new comes from new cases (Eisenhardt 1989). 
However, it has been claimed that saturation can only be achieved in qualitative stud-
ies containing less than ten cases if the researcher knows what he is looking for 
(Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 87), which might be difficult as changes and adaptability 
has been seen as one part of case studies.  
Defining case types or defining appropriate units of analysis is likewise important 
(Johnston et al. 1999, 206), and in this study I chose to interview individuals from 
organizations who have Team Finland experience and/or who are doing Team Finland 
work at customer interface levels. As the problem of finding right people is one of the 
biggest problems in case studies (Ghauri et al. 1995, 91), I asked for information 
about the key people in regional Team Finland work and this way I received most of 
the contacts from one place. I also gained information about other good informants 
from the interviewed people. I was for example recommended to interview a person 
who was in charge of planning the guidance and strategy work of Team Finland in 
Finland. This type of key contact gathering was extremely useful and it saved me a lot 
of time and confirms the benefits of interviewing as a qualitative data gathering meth-
od (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 74). 
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Since five out of seven represented the North Savo point of view, I also added Golden 
Gavia and pilot project experience as criteria for them. I eventually ended up choosing 
seven informants from six organizations, representing the five major Team Finland 
organizations and including one regional partner organization and one informant from 
the ministry of employment and the economy. All organizations had different shares 
of responsibilities but according to my selection criteria, they a) work for the same 
purpose by providing or planning internationalization services for firms, b) represent 
Team Finland key persons in their organizations and c) have experience about serving 
firms and d) knew about the background of Team Finland pilot project, so these cases 
complement each other, and by doing this it also fulfilled one criteria for case selec-
tion (Johnston et al. 1999, 206). The organizations that took part in this study and 
their “level” of influence to the regional support is shown in Figure 8. This means that 
Finpro, Finnvera, ELY centre and Kuopio chamber of commerce belong to the opera-
tional level, and the ministry forms the strategic, guiding level for the governmental 
support which the operational level Team Finland organizations and their partners 
execute in North Savo. Tekes has a slightly more important role in Team Finland, and 
while belonging to the operational level it also has tactical level qualities since it will 
be in charge of guiding the regional level Team Finland work. Two Tekes informants 
were interviewed to my study in order to see if there are any differences between the 
capital region and North Savo region, especially when it comes to the joint office fa-
cilities and synergies it creates. However, the scale of my study is obviously too small 
for enabling a meaningful comparison.  
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Figure 8. Interviewed Team Finland member organizations and partners 
 
Cases that I studied are the Team Finland organization units responsible for organiz-
ing the service at the regional level: Tekes, Finpro, Finnvera, Kuopio chamber of 
commerce and North Savo ELY centre and ministry of employment and the economy. 
Aside one interviewed specialist who was asked about her experiences and Team Fin-
land factors that affect to her job, interviewed people represented their organization’s 
management level, and they had the best knowledge about ongoing changes in their 
organization, their services and the Team Finland strategies. People, who were inter-
viewed in the North Savo region, also had first-hand knowledge about Golden Gavia 
– which could be called the predecessor of regional Team Finland work – and about 
the Team Finland pilot project. So the criteria for informants and these common fac-
tors offered the required replication to cases (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 1994, 45). Since 
born globals were mentioned being the target customers for Golden Gavia that also 
offered correspondence to the theoretical framework, which is seen as one criteria for 
case unit selection (Ghauri et al. 1995, 91).  
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3.5 Analysis, evaluation and validity 
 
In this part, I will show the pattern of data analysis I followed. As it is typical for a 
qualitative research that here are no correct models for data analysis, as it is based on 
chosen research type and individual’s own preferences, it is important that I describe 
the whole process and explain my reasoning. By following the guidelines of Gioia, 
Gorley and Hamilton (2012, 20), Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) and Ghauri, 
Gronhaug, Kristianslund (1995, 96) I had planned the way of performing data analysis 
and coding before I started the data gathering, but also adapted new analysis tools in 
order to improve it during the empirical data collection part. Also, as mentioned, I 
used the first interview as a pilot and used experience from it to modify questions and 
approach to the analysis. Figure 9 illustrates the simplified conceptual framework that 
formed the baseline for this data analysis process. 
 
 
Figure 9. Conceptual framework for analysis 
 
My initial plan was to compare findings from cases and find common patterns or con-
flicts that could be compared with the theoretical basis gathered in Chapter 2. First 
step was logically presenting the gathered data from primary and secondary sources in 
a uniform form. By following the instructions written by Eriksson and Kovalainen 
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Effectiveness 
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(2008) and Yin’s principles (1994, 94) I formed a resource package from the empiri-
cal material I gathered where the most important findings formed the "top" of the 
package, and the content was thematically organized.  
This categorizing meant that after collecting the material every piece of meaningful 
information was stored thematically. Organizing the data furthermore included cod-
ing. Implementing a coding strategy has been seen to allow the forming of hypotheses 
or propositions from coded data (Stall-Meadows & Hyle 2010), so this coding basical-
ly links the data to research propositions (Yin 1994, 25) and research settings. Coding 
helps also in data analysis, and can be used as an analysis method (Eriksson & Koist-
inen 2005, 30), as well defined categories for example makes comparison and pattern 
finding possible. Coding also keeps track of the source of data and helps explaining 
how I got these findings by keeping the "chain of evidence clear" (Pratt 2009, 859; 
Yin 1994, 98). Along with logical data storing and by explaining the process these 
issues have a positive impact on the reliability of this study.  
My purpose was to find patterns from the data I gathered and use it to form a way of 
analysis, and compare those with the findings from the previous theories of govern-
mental support. Due to the importance of coding logical data categorizing and storing 
was important, as the theory building in case studies advances from the gathering of 
empirical data. Previous findings from born global and governmental support studies 
were also used in the coding process as “anchors”, as those helped to find the main 
themes for categories. So the whole resource package also aided in the coding pro-
cess, and assembling the key points found from the data into the series of well-
categorized codes also meant classifying each piece of data (Eriksson & Kovalainen 
2004, 128; Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 92-93). Several categories were identified that 
have an effect on how governmental organizations promote small innovative firms. 
The overall result in categorizing resembles a data structure like seen in Figure 10. 
The first order concepts were the meaningful lines found in the transcriptions, which I 
categorized under second order themes. These themes were further aggregated into 
three main dimensions – focus points in internationalization services, customer and 
how Team Finland delivers the services – and two sub-dimensions – informant’s 
background and defining their own role in Team Finland – which offered information 
and helped to understand how informants saw their roles in Team Finland. In addition 
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this highlighted the skills and experience they felt being important in their job. This 
aspect is clearly shown in the empirical results. 
 
Figure 10. Data structure example used in this study, as described by Gioia et al. 
(2012) 
 
After I had defined the primary and secondary data sources, collected the data and 
decided what is interesting in the data after transcribing the interviews, the next phase 
was separating and collecting meaningful and important parts, categorizing them and 
finally writing case summaries (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 92). The process from de-
fining the interview question to the categorizing and coding, which led to the writing 
of case summaries is shown in Figure 11. Individual case summaries enabled compar-
ing findings to the theory, and theory and hypotheses/propositions were tested in each 
case before forming the overall cross-case analysis (Yin 1994, 49). 
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Figure 11. Primary data gathering and processing  
 
By continuing to follow the guideline given by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008) I 
chose a cross-case analysis as way to analyse the data. This was a logical continuity to 
the chosen methodology process: each interview was transcribed, meaningful data 
was extracted and put under thematical categories, and based on these I wrote a de-
scription of each case. These case summaries of each case helped me in the cross-case 
analysis process, as it showed their patterns in a uniformed way before advancing to 
the analysis part (Eisenhardt 1989, 540). In this form the interviews were compared 
with each other and other forms of data, such as Golden Gavia and Team Finland 
website, were combined separately. As seen in Figure 12, findings from each data 
sources were used to form facts leading to final conclusions. 
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Figure 12. Triangulation used in this study, as described by Yin (1994) 
 
The main way to improve validity in qualitative studies has been seen to be strong 
theoretical foundation. It has been noted that is vital to have large amount of literature 
as a foundation in order to find similarities and conflicts with the gathered empirical 
data (Eisenhardt 1989, 544). Secondly it is good to have multiple data sources to pro-
vide reliability for the facts, so the validity of this study was ensured by using triangu-
lation, which means comparing findings with different sources of data (Eriksson & 
Kovalainen, 2008, 127; Johnston et al. 1999, 207; Yin 1994, 91) for each case. Third-
ly, validity was also ensured by following methodology guidelines, for example one 
written by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008), and by verifying interview summaries 
and conclusions with each interviewed person before moving to conclusions made 
from the processed data. Not only this ensures higher degree of validity, but this veri-
fication of interview data also provides credibility as it removes any possible misun-
derstanding (Jonhston et al. 1999 209) I may have done when summarizing the inter-
view data.  
Despite paying attention to methodology guidelines I recognize potential dangers in 
this particular research method, however suitable it has been found for research of this 
kind. These phases I previously mentioned, for example coding, naturally presume 
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that I understand the purpose of case study methodology. In general, making of a 
good qualitative research is considered a difficult challenge (Gephart 2004, 460) if not 
being treated as one of the most difficult research types (Ghauri et al. 1995, 89), and 
various data gathering methods used in case studies, such as observation and inter-
viewing, provide challenges and risk as well, as success in qualitative research re-
quires experience (Ghauri et al. 1995, 84). The greatest mistake would be what Pratt 
(2009, 857-858) calls "the worst of all worlds": mixing of qualitative and quantitative 
data in a way that the final research is too small sample-vice for statistical tests, and 
lacks the depth of rich data provided by qualitative research.  
Forming the research question is considered the main obstacle of case study research, 
as it basically means rationally explaining why this research is needed or why it is 
useful (Pratt 2009, 358). This research question was changed a few times during my 
thesis process, so it is important to take into account that the study “lives” along the 
process, meaning that the gathered data may alter the point of view of my study or the 
research question (Eisenhardt 1989, 536; Eriksson & Koistinen 2005, 20; Ghauri et al. 
1995, 92). The data that one is originally looking for and one that is actually discov-
ered for example in an interview situation (Dubois & Gadde 2002, 557) can also 
change the course of research or even derail it (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 92) which 
forced me to be careful and able to adapt. 
Extra attention to validation and authenticity was given to interviews, especially when 
it comes to data or names that are not meant to be public as anonymity was clearly 
preferred. Careful data gathering and making sure that all data was listed and properly 
stored also led to the reliability of this study. Interviews were made in Finnish, and 
only analysis and conclusions were made in English, which means that the raw data 
wasn’t altered at any point for example by translating. Reliability was also secured by 
double-checking the gathered interview data with interviewed people by letting them 
review the drafts that were based on the data they provided, and I used both quantita-
tive and qualitative data sources (interviews, strategies, website content) to secure the 
findings. This usage of triangulation in the case study research process has been seen 
as a good way to avoid the bias issue and other unreliable conclusions derived from 
data (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008, 124;127).  
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The ethical part in this study relates mostly to my way of presenting empirical data. 
The problem of biased view requires systematic research procedures in all stages of 
my study in order to counter it (Johnston et al. 1999 209). I am a neutral actor in this 
study without any connections to this studied theme or organizations, so only findings 
are derived from the data I have gathered. Names of interviewed people were not used 
in my study due to their willingness to remain anonymous, but it won’t cause prob-
lems for this research because of the multiple sources of data and case unit replication 
and as the main purpose is to look for experiences and common or conflicting patterns 
among the Team Finland organizations. 
When it comes to estimating the process of my study in general, I followed the sched-
ule without any problems although it required re-estimating the amount of interviews 
and the perspective they offered a few times during the process.  For example in con-
trast to my initial research plan I had to drop the firm perspective due to lack of time 
and resources and use previous studies instead, which now forms the theoretical back-
ground. I also noticed that I needed to widen my study to include the role of funding 
and financing which are crucial parts of governmental support for firms, but as men-
tioned, funding or financing were not the main focus of my study – those were used to 
form a contrast with other service types. Aspects such as these are just demonstrating 
how the study lived during the process. 
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4 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH RESULTS 
 
The aim of this study was to find out what immaterial services firms use when inter-
nationalizing in order to provide more information about how public support organi-
zations contribute to the internationalization of small innovative firms.  While my 
focus in services is on networking, market information and sparring, crucial elements 
like financing and funding were included in order to maintain the perceived roles of 
monetary element and other form of services. In this part, I will present the empirical 
results based on the analysis model presented in part 3.5. The analysis of interviews is 
shared into three parts, showing the three main dimensions formed from the coding 
process. 
Before the results, I will present short descriptions of each selected organization and 
these descriptions were compiled from Team Finland strategies, homepages and press 
releases. Names of the interviewed people were not presented in this study due to the 
reason mentioned in part 3.6. Aside describing the tasks and missions of each organi-
zation this will show their roles in the Team Finland network. A summary of their 
roles is presented in table 1 before part 4.5. The missions and tasks of the ministry of 
employment and the economy isn’t described in part 4.1 or in Table 1, as the focus is 
on regional level actors. However, as the informant from the ministry represents the 
strategic level and told about the strategy of Team Finland, background of Team Fin-
land, motives and future steps of Team Finland, the findings from the interview are 
present in this chapter.  
 
 
4.1 Backgrounds of the case organizations  
 
Team Finland member Tekes 
 
Tekes is a publicly funded expert organization operating under the ministry of em-
ployment and the economy that finances research and development and emphasizes 
innovations and innovation activities. Internationalizing firms receive over half of the 
Teke’s funding, and out of 2750 funding decisions about 660 were for start-ups. Tekes 
operates with research units in Finland and builds connections between international 
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value networks and Finnish companies and passes the know-how from its internation-
al partners. 
Teke’s role in the Team Finland network is to offer services to internationalizing 
companies, promote the internationalization, innovation funding and support efforts to 
attract foreign investment in Finland. Special attention is paid to client’s international-
ization capabilities and competitiveness in the innovation and funding progammes. 
Teke’s role is also to maintain and strengthen its connections with sources of new 
information and competencies via direct involvement of Tekes personnel and net-
working. 
A closer cooperation with other Team Finland organizations is required in order for 
Tekes to serve customers seeking global growth. Tekes is in response of organizing 
regional Team Finland work, and Tekes also manages the coordination of internation-
al foresight. (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto; Tekes; Team Finland strategy 2014; Team 
Finland strategy 2013.) 
 
 
Team Finland member North Savo ELY Centre 
 
ELY centres come under the administrative branch of the ministry of employment and 
the economy. ELY centres have a vital role in the support of regional business policy 
and ELY centres co-operate with other regional actors. The state of region’s business, 
infrastructure, future development trends and employment opportunities is monitored 
by the ELY centres in order to ensure a balanced regional structure which offers a 
basis for entrepreneurship and growth. 
 
ELY centres and their regional networks identify and provide early-stage services to 
firms that have international potential. ELY centres also provide expert assistance in 
research and development and offer innovative firms information about how to protect 
the commercial potential of their inventions. 
 
In the Team Finland network, ELY centres will have a smaller role due to the planned 
regional Team Finland centres and reallocation of resources to Tekes. The ELY cen-
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tres are still coordinating team activities with the support of Finnvera, Tekes, and re-
gional organizations, such as local development companies and chambers of com-
merce. (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto; ELY; Team Finland strategy 2014; Team Fin-
land strategy 2013.) 
 
 
Team Finland member Finpro 
 
Finpro helps Finnish SME’s go international and supports attracting foreign direct 
investments in Finland. Finpro offers mentoring and sparring services in order to in-
crease know-how in internationalizing firms and aids in all phases of international 
business: recognizing opportunities and transforming the potential into profitable 
business.  Finpro offers key contacts and networking opportunities for different mar-
kets and one of Finpro’s strengths is the joint public sector and private sector input in 
the internationalization of firms.  
 
Finpro’s duties in the Team Finland network relate to the Team Finland international-
ization package and include networking and development of mentoring activities. 
Finpro has renewed its operation in 2014 and 2015 and is now a state-owned liability 
company, which helps its co-operation with the other state-owned organizations. 
Finpro operates as a link between regional support organizations and disseminates 
gathered information about Finnish companies in target markets within the Team Fin-
land network. (Finpro; Finpro press release; Team Finland strategy 2014; Team Fin-
land strategy 2013.) 
 
 
Team Finland member Finnvera 
 
Finnvera is a specialized financing company and the official Export Credit Agency 
(ECA) of Finland and is owned by the State of Finland. Its strengthens the operating 
potential and competitiveness of firms by providing loans, guarantees venture capital 
investments and other financing services related to export, internationalization and 
growth of firms. Finnvera’s main partners are banks and other financing organiza-
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tions, such as Finnfund. Finnvera’s customers are mostly small firms, about 1500 out 
of 2000, but the amount of exporting firms is small.  
Finnvera’s role in the Team Finland network is to bring financing know-how to Team 
Finland and operate alongside with counseling and support organizations. Finnvera’s 
operations are guided by the industrial and the ownership policy goals of the State. 
These goals include increasing the number of firms, enabling financing for changes in 
SMEs and promotion of growth, internationalization and exports. (Finnvera; Presenta-
tion from the Finnvera interview) 
 
 
Team Finland partner Kuopio Chamber of Commerce 
 
The Kuopio chamber of commerce promotes the interests of the business community 
and operates together with all forms of entrepreneurship. It has about 800 members in 
Savo, member firms forming about 50 % of the region’s total revenue and having al-
most 40 % of the total amount of employees in the region. Most of the members are 
large employers but the amount of start-ups is also growing. 
 
The Kuopio chamber of commerce is part of the global FinnCham network which 
connects trade associations, chambers of commerce and guilds. The aim is to encour-
age Finnish firms to become international and promote the export efforts and estab-
lishes contacts and strengthens economic relations with various nations. The 
FinnCham network presents a strong image of Finland worldwide and ensures that 
business contacts are established in target countries. The network also helps foreign 
companies acquire contacts in Finland. 
In addition to global connections, the Kuopio chamber of commerce offers trade-
related documents and training, guidance and events concerning international business 
for Finnish firms that are entering global markets. Local companies can also have 
their internationalization ideas and plans commented on by professionals. Advisory 
board services and access to the international guild designed for local businesses are 
also provided for the member firms. 
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The Kuopio chamber of commerce is a non-governmental partner to the Team Finland 
organizations, but its role in the network will be defined more in the future. The fina-
lization of Team Finland service model has required a clearer definition for coopera-
tion models involving chambers of commerce. (Kauppakamari b; Kauppakamari c; 
Team Finland in 2014.)  
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Table 1. Summary of roles of Team Finland organizations and one Team Finland 
partner organization: 
Organiza-
tion 
Tekes North Savo 
ELY centre 
Finpro Finnvera Kuopio Cham-
ber of Com-
merce 
What of-
fers and 
for whom 
Tekes services help 
especially small and 
medium sized enter-
prises to grow their 
business into interna-
tional markets. Tekes 
offers services together 
with other public or-
ganisations in Finland: 
Team Finland 
LetsGrow, Team Fin-
land Future Watch, 
Team Finland services 
for internationalising 
businesses, market 
access program, 
Growth Track, Vigo 
Programme 
Advisory, 
financing and 
development 
services for 
enterprises, 
developing the 
business and 
innovation 
environment 
Partner for Finnish 
companies abroad, 
helping Finnish 
SMEs go interna-
tional, offering key 
contacts and net-
works, managing of 
major national pro-
jects including 
Cleantech Finland, 
Future Learning 
Finland and Fin-
landCare and pro-
motes foreign in-
vestments in Finland 
via Invest in Finland 
program 
Financing for 
purchases, in-
vestments and 
working capital 
during the early 
stages of business, 
providing compa-
nies and banks 
financing exports 
with a broad 
range of services, 
Growth Track 
service that pro-
vide companies 
with full access to 
public-sector 
expert and financ-
ing services 
Global connec-
tions, tools for 
Finnish compa-
nies to enter the 
global markets, 
advisory board 
where companies 
can have their 
ideas and plans 
commented on by 
experienced pro-
fessionals of in-
ternational busi-
ness 
Role in 
the TF 
strategy 
Coordinator (builds 
connections between 
networks), project 
funding, market oppor-
tunities, sparring 
Project fund-
ing, allocation 
of EU money 
in Eastern and 
Northern Fin-
land 
Supportive, sparring, 
consult network, 
market opportunities 
Supportive, fund-
ing with banks, 
Industry invest-
ment, Finnfund 
and Finnpartner-
ship 
Supportive, the 
regional partner 
role will be de-
fined more 
Preferred 
role 
Team Finland coordi-
nator at regional levels 
- “Gluing” Team Fin-
land organizations 
together 
“Team player”, 
brings financing 
know-how to 
Team Finland 
Managing region-
al network of 
firms, offers the 
regional customer 
view 
 
As seen in Table 1 each Team Finland organization and partners – in this case Kuopio 
chamber of commerce – have own tasks and missions and control larger programs 
aside direct services related to the support for internationalization. These can be di-
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vided to supportive and coordinating roles based on their service offerings and ac-
cording to definitions by the Team Finland strategies. The upcoming changes in or-
ganizations relates to filling gaps between current services and removing overlapping 
ones, for example funding and financial instruments gaps between ELY centre and 
Finnvera (Team Finland strategy 2014). In some cases the final role in the Team Fin-
land network is still in consideration, as seen in the case of Kuopio chamber of com-
merce. Each informant also had expectations and thoughts about what kind of role 
their organizations will have in the final Team Finland model. While it was clear that 
basic service elements remain the same, this was one indication that Team Finland 
represented a change in their pattern. 
 
 
4.2 Focus points in the internationalization services 
 
Internationalization services in Team Finland have been grouped into six service are-
as: advice, networking, visibility, financing, public affairs and visibility. The old in-
ternationalization services exist, but there are also new services in development under 
these categories. It was seen that the new concept such as Team Finland doesn’t work 
as a brand alone, and it must have something new to offer. One aim for the interviews 
was to define what services or forms of services were seen the most useful for small, 
internationalizing firms. According to emphasis on certain elements, in the simplest 
form services – and service providers – could be divided into funding, financing, 
counseling and networking.  
Firstly I will present the role of funding and financing for small firms that seek help 
in internationalization in order to put this into the context and use it as a comparison 
point. It is also good to define funding – money provided for certain purpose – and 
financing – act of providing funds for business activities from external sources  – in 
this context (Investopedia; Oxford Dictionaries). After this clarification, it was clear 
that the role of funding and financing in offered internationalization services was big 
as expected, naturally due to the following facts. Firstly, these are the main tasks of 
these organizations working under the ministry of employment and the economy, and 
offering funding to projects that enhances internationalization and growth is written in 
their strategies. Secondly, as noted by the service providers, funding and financing is 
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mostly what the customer firms are looking for from the public support organizations. 
These services have a direct effect on the internationalization capabilities of small 
firms, making it easier for them to pursue research and development and start export-
ing activities. 
Excluding the ministry of employment and the economy, three out of five interviewed 
Team Finland or Team Finland partner organizations – Finnvera, Tekes and ELY – 
offered project funding or financing as their main form of service. These are the most 
visible service contents in their websites, but financing – including loans, guarantees 
and funding – forms only one of the six service areas in Team Finland. While the vis-
ible service content for customers is not limited to website content only, these were 
treated as “one way” to offer information about the new form of services, especially 
due to the advertised “new Team Finland” content. It was noted that even though the 
services listed on the Team Finland website aren’t currently listed by order of im-
portance and are constantly being updated, the financing part for each organization 
was seen to represent the correct services, as those services can hardly change funda-
mentally. While the financier’s role is only “natural” in Finnvera’s case, Tekes and 
ELY were also mentioned to be purely known to their customers due the funding 
based services. In ELY’s case it is understandable as its role in North Savo is greater 
than in the western or southern part of Finland, because ELY centre manages EU 
funding and eastern Finland belongs to the main supported regions alongside with 
northern Finland. 
While the role of funding and financing forms a high share in the service activity there 
are also imminent changes in the service ideologies, such as the increasing share of 
loans versus product development funding for example in Tekes services. However, 
one especially visible point in most of the interviews was that the share of fund-
ing/financing in services for internationalizing firms might, or even should, be de-
creasing and the role of other form of support services will grow. The emphasis is 
shifting from funding/financing to increasing of know-how and readiness in firms in 
order to prepare them to become international. It was noted that Finnish firms have 
perhaps became too accustomed to “public money”. Another, quite interesting point 
which was in line with these opinions was that funding can, in the worst case, turn a 
help seeking firm away from other services. This “public organizations are purely fi-
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nanciers” point of view has many implications. One example was that if a firm pri-
marily seeks funding services and finds the requirements too high or difficult to un-
derstand and gives up, it also misses finding out what other services these organiza-
tions could offer. Firms in general were seen to have certain visions of roles these 
organizations have and they might be surprised to find out that there are actually more 
available services. That is why providing information for firms was seen as the main 
mission.  
There are multiple reasons why information was seen as the main resource public or-
ganization can provide for firms aside funding or financing. As stated, the focus in 
services should increasingly be on enhancing the level of know-how in firms. Coun-
seling itself contains many forms of services and support activities and therefore can 
be divided into several areas, from discussing firm’s ideas and plans to more profound 
analyses and consultation. In the “lightest” form counseling means giving instructions 
and information about own and partner organization’s service requirements and what 
firm could do in order to meet service requirements. This kind of counseling was pro-
vided by all interviewed organizations. In general, it was noted that firms appreciate a 
chance to talk about their issues with specialists. This allows people to reflect their 
ideas and plans. In many cases, the purpose is to invoke conversation and look for the 
“right questions” in order to find different solutions and options. In order to provide 
counseling effectively it is vital to understand the customer’s need for service. That is 
why the role of consults is highlighted when there is a need for understanding the 
firm’s situation better and analyze relevant factors related to the situation, because 
what customer wants is not always what it really needs.  
If excluding private consultants that firms can use, out of the five organizations only 
Finpro is fully dedicated to providing immaterial counseling services in all its forms, 
although the chamber of commerce also provides internationalization counseling for 
its members. Finpro’s services have special focus on internationalizing firm’s man-
agement, team building and assigning people to right roles while the chamber of 
commerce offered possibilities to improve member firm’s capability related to its 
board of directors. Firm’s board of directors bring business, business economics, fi-
nancing and industry know-how (Pk-barometri 2015), which is why it was seen that 
firm needs to have a good board of directors in order to survive in the foreign market, 
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succeed in the internationalization and organize growth (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 
2013, 1363). Also the role of advisory board was highlighted, as it was found to be 
very promising type of support action and appreciated by the firms participating in the 
Golden Gavia program in North Savo. Advice from experts, who have experience 
from internationalization, was seen to offer many benefits, such as increasing of 
knowledge and solving the problems how the firm could be profitable in foreign mar-
kets. 
When it comes to the more advanced type of counseling, certain limitations appeared. 
Counselling and consultant type of service highly relies on personal contacting it 
seems to suffer the most from reduced resources and fired personnel due removal of 
overlapping service areas amongst the Team Finland organizations. It was said that 
this will be countered with a network model of working, where experts from all over 
Finland can be used to serve the firm no matter where the service providers are locat-
ed.  
Another limitation in counselling relates to the possible conflict between what the 
firm actually seeks and how it represents its own activities. Organizations that provide 
counseling and act as financiers were seen to witness this. Being a non-financier or-
ganization helps in this process, as it allows trust and honest speaking about firm’s 
issues, as opposed to cases where founders seeking funding or financing may try to 
present themselves and their application by promoting only aspects that appeal to the 
financier, creating the so called “backing the jockey rather than the horse” effect, as 
called by Loane et al. (2007, 500). So trustworthiness in turn was seen to increase the 
effectiveness of counseling.  
Third thing that limits the possibility for counselling or its effectiveness is that aside 
Finpro’s mentoring and sparring service, the amount and type of help from other 
Team Finland organizations were seen to highly depend on expert’s working experi-
ence and background, as for example recent experiences from the industry or entre-
preneurial background can make it easier to offer “advanced” counseling. That is why 
the clearer share of tasks and differentiation will serve Team Finland well, and for 
example give Finpro and regional partners, such as Kuopio Innovation, the tasks of 
sparring firms in order to increase their know-how and knowledge prior becoming 
international. 
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Networking related services contained both old and new ways of providing service. 
In general networking could be divided into two parts: the network is used to find an 
answer to customer firm’s specific problem, or the service provider uses the network 
to find a better matching service for the firm. According to interviews the former 
works in two ways: firm is either scanning the market for local partner or foreign dis-
tributor, or it looks for an answer to a specific need, such as searching for a manufac-
turer for a certain product. Services of this kind were provided by Tekes, Finpro and 
Kuopio chamber of commerce. Specific requests from the member firms were seen to 
be normal for the chamber of commerce, as the global network of chambers of com-
merce allows gathering and sharing of very specific information. 
The latter, where the service provider outsources the problem finding to other experts, 
relates to knowing consults, country teams or local contacts who could find an answer 
to the firm’s problem, and is used for example by Finpro. Whenever needed, the cus-
tomer can for example be guided towards services provided by the network of private 
consultants, and there is also available monetary support for using the help of private 
consultants in Team Finland. In addition to offering access to a known network of 
consultants, advisory board was also seen as a way for this kind of networking and 
problem solving. 
The network element was also seen to be facing changes and there is a need to em-
phasize certain elements more. One part of the upcoming changes in Team Finland 
relates to improving the foreign network and especially linking it better to the regional 
organizations operating in Finland. The gap, for example, between regional organiza-
tion and foreign country team has been seen to be too wide, and previously many con-
tacts with foreign networks from ELY or Tekes were guided via Finpro’s regional 
offices, and then via the Finpro office in the targeted country. Hence it was seen im-
portant to bring the country networks closer. There are also about 70 country teams 
focused on the main markets, aiming to serve customers better and making participa-
tion in networks easier, but firms are also being listened to if there are other important 
markets that firms have found interesting and which should hence receive the atten-
tion of service providers. Because of the resource problem, it was seen that the coun-
try teams will be formed by the current personnel, but by reallocating tasks that better 
serve the needs of business life. 
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There were also hopes for emphasizing entrepreneurial networking, as one particular-
ly important aspect that highlighted in the interviews was a need to increase the 
amount of cooperation between firms. From service providers view this means provid-
ing means to bring firms together and/or provide a platform for them where to co-
operate. Bringing firms together was seen to increase their knowledge levels and mo-
tivation, as it allows firms to reflect their own doings on another firm and learn from 
the possible pitfalls of internationalization. In general firms could learn much from 
each other. Service providers would monitor the situation and offer their services if 
needed. Managed platform for firms to learn from each other’s and place for discus-
sion would also enhance marketing of Team Finland services, as it would allow the 
sharing of service experiences better. This also tells about the role of network man-
agement at the regional level. 
Market data and market opportunities are also types of information that are being 
provided for firms. Aside using country teams and networks for country data, there 
are also specific market information services and services informing firms about po-
tential trade leads. One example of the former service is Team Finland Future Watch 
provided by Tekes, which aims to “foresee” and identify growing market trends and 
recognize business opportunities for Finnish firms. In general there are aims to bring 
improvements to market data services, such as creating a common platform for market 
data from the Team Finland organizations. However, it has been noted that as a ser-
vice it needs to be customer-driven action, otherwise it won’t work. There have been 
examples of failures when “not very important” market trends and opportunities were 
marketed for customers, so there were a need to modify the service concept. In gen-
eral it was seen that providing market information services has been challenging due 
to two factors: it is difficult to point the data to right firms and, also related to this 
customer segmentation problem, it is difficult to determine what the meaningful data 
for this specific customer group is. This is why the Future Watch service was de-
signed more towards a way where firms can contact the service provider when they 
want more detailed information about the market they are planning to enter, and they 
will be provided more accurate market analysis.  
From these factors – financing, funding, counselling, consulting, networking and 
market information – it can be concluded that customer orientation is the key factor in 
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services in order to offer the right services, focus on the right markets and employ the 
right networks. In general was noted that especially in cross-organizationally pro-
vided services it is important to have a customer orientated approach instead of or-
ganization orientated one, that might have initially taken place thanks to the new, re-
quired changes in organizations that were initiated by the ministry. Customer focus 
was seen important especially when older services are newly labelled and more are 
coming, as any hint about a “new service” creates both promises and expectations and 
curiosity among firms. However the service criteria should also be at a reasonable 
level, because LetsGrow for example had very strict requirements and its share in 
services has been really low when compared with the attention it got amongst firms. 
This is why the purpose is to refine existing services based on the service need from 
the customer side, and modify services and develop more co-operationally produced 
services accordingly. A specific management team will be formed who is in response 
of listening to the customers and taking their feedback into account. 
 
 
4.3 Firms needing the service 
 
It is important to state that while increasing the amount of new start-ups, who are aim-
ing at international markets and growth by internationalizing, is what the Team Fin-
land organizations would prefer to promote, the reality is that the scarcity of resources 
in domestic organizations and networks abroad also has had an effect on customer 
selection. While there exists opinions such as “there is no lack of public money for 
firms in Finland” and “firms are accustomed to getting money from the government”, 
the fact that internationalization is not an easy process so the prerequisites for interna-
tionalization services are also quite strict. Not everyone can get the support services 
and in all cases services, such as counseling and financing, enter the picture only after 
prerequisites have been met. There are also differences in public support when com-
pared with other countries that support small firms, for example it was noted that in 
Finland it is not possible for public organizations give 100 % monetary support for 
university spin-offs like in the USA. So it can be summed that the starting point of 
support for firm seems strict: the poor economic situation and lower amount of re-
sources forces some organizations to concentrate their efforts on strong existing firms 
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they know will survive the internationalization process, create more jobs and have a 
steady foundation in the domestic market.  
These firms that are not quite up to the challenge of internationalization can be guided 
to incubators or other regional organizations that support new entrepreneurship that 
aims to strengthen the basics. This allows later re-evaluation for internationalization 
services that the Team Finland organizations provide. The firm that meets the criteria 
for service can also be suggested more Team Finland support services and funding 
from Tekes, Finnvera and ELY if needed. This simply means emphasizing the focus 
on strong candidates but also “sparring” firms in other support organizations in or-
der for them to be ready for the internationalization. One of the Team Finland’s tasks 
is thereby focus services better for firms who have the best prerequisites, and guide 
the rest to services that improve their capabilities. This requires identifying and 
searching for the best candidates and effective screening of potential customers.  
Several decisive qualities and factors in customer firms have been identified by ser-
vice providers, and in one case customer segmentation is based on firm’s level of 
know-how and capabilities. The role of management team was highlighted in many 
occasions when determining if the required skills and capabilities are present in a 
firm. Internationalization itself is a long process that also requires resources, time and 
commitment, and this commitment is both mental and material. Mental, because 
without key people’s and also network’s willingness and motivation the firm was seen 
not to seriously pursue internationalization. Material, because without sufficient 
amount of self-financing (from private sources) the firm is seen not to have the capa-
bilities and resources needed for the internationalization process. The share and 
amount of self-financing was clearly one of the main criteria listed by the interviewed 
Team Finland organizations, as without sufficient input from the firm public organiza-
tions can’t take the risk. This is closely linked to the issue/opinion that private money 
should flow better in Finland, so the lack of private financing in firms can be seen to 
set restraints on public aid as well. 
In the most simplified form it was said that the only service prerequisite is that firm’s 
starting point needs to be good, no matter what industry it is operating in. This means 
that firm has a good product that has genuine international potential, it is competitive, 
there are right people in the right roles and that the customer is known. Innovativeness 
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and willingness to grow were for example seen as important requirements for Tekes’ 
services. It was also noted that some major success factors in firms that succeed in the 
internationalization process are professionalism – meaning experienced and skilled 
key people – and good strategic vision.  
Aside willingness to become international, also different means and possibilities to 
internationalize were noted as prerequisites for some services, as it was seen that al-
most every industry has possibility for this. While for example Tekes’ customer can 
test the product or service in the domestic market, the demand for internationalization 
is strongly visible when firm applies Tekes services. Factors, such as scalability of 
business and possibility to digitalize the service, were considered the minimum re-
quirements.     
These requirements that firms need - know-how, clear strategies and networks and 
skills for fund gathering - indicate that many firms won’t qualify. Support for firm has 
to be seen as an investment that pays back, and this means aiming for the maximum 
employing and revenue output for the society with given counseling or funding input, 
and “small victories” achieved in a medium-sized company will create more jobs than 
in a small one, simply due to the scale of resources. While it was noted that there 
should be an emphasis on small internationalizing firms and get them to grow to me-
dium-size, as lack of strong medium-sized firms is a known problem in Finland, sup-
porting a start-up firm was seen too risky in some cases as the ratio between firm’s 
capabilities and resources it needed was too big.  
So, the size of the firm also matters. Despite elements such as increased amount of 
loans versus product development funding which means that support is also increas-
ingly aimed at young firms and research, but when it came to the size of customer 
firms it was stated in several occasions that smallest of micro-enterprises, employing 
1-2 people, don’t usually meet the prerequisites or in general can’t be expected to sur-
vive in a foreign market, and were seen inadequate for entering geographically distant 
markets. Small firm size and distant markets were a notable reason to question firm’s 
survivability because of resources and skills they would need in order to overcome the 
challenges and risks.  
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While customer selection and high criteria were seen to prefer more mature firms, it 
has been noted that the amount of new firms in the customer base is growing although 
the share of firms aiming at global markets is still low in North Savo. Problems have 
been seen in getting small firms to grow to midsized level. It was also noted that there 
haven’t been too many true born global firms in the region. In many cases the “prob-
lem” lies in the entrepreneur’s own goals, meaning that many small firms don’t neces-
sarily pursue growth. To the question “how to encourage entrepreneurs and key peo-
ple to aim for growth” there is no correct answer, and the will to grow must come 
from the company. The environment for entrepreneurs and attitude towards entrepre-
neurship is closely linked to this issue. However, when the situation seems difficult, 
there are still indications of change. Especially amongst young entrepreneurs have 
been noted good marketing, sales skills and capital finance gathering skills, indicating 
that the knowledge and know-how of international business are increasing amongst 
young entrepreneurs. However, the gap between big and small firm’s know-how is 
still notable, especially when it comes to firm’s skills in seeking public services, fund-
ing and financing. Despite these discouraging issues it was seen that public organiza-
tions must be ready to support those who have the will and capabilities to grow. 
 
 
4.4 Team Finland in the regional support 
 
Aside finding out what kind of services were seen important for internationalizing 
firms and what criteria is being used when selecting a customer I asked the informants 
about Team Finland. These opinions and views about what kind of features this exact-
ly brings and what were seen to be the factors either hindering customer service or 
enhancing it. Because Team Finland is still in progress of finalization, certain issues 
needed to be separated and looked from a different point of view. 
As one of the Team Finland’s customer segments is internationalizing firms, the over-
all target was seen relatively simple: to strengthen the amount of firms operating in 
Finland. However the focus on internationalization comes from the fact that this 
growth can be achieved via encouraging and supporting firms to export, and there 
public organizations need to be ready to support with all necessary means and re-
sources. This is why Team Finland has been recognized as a significant theme for the 
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firm support in the North Savo region, and many consider already doing “Team Fin-
land job”. For regional partners, this means deepening the cooperation with the public 
organizations, which can only be seen beneficial for customers.  
When it comes to reaching the customer, traditional ways were strongly emphasized. 
The digital service platform was seen just as a mean to an end with no special purpose 
other than representing new internationalization service areas, and it purely focuses on 
marketing and adding one more level to the new brand. Contacting networks instead 
of single firms was seen as a “not the right way to do it”, meaning that the services 
are aimed at single firms instead of focusing purely on specific clusters, networks or 
certain industries. Likewise relying on website or email campaigns was seen as “the 
wrong way of doing it”, and personally meeting the firm representatives was seen as 
the main contact method, and actively searching and contacting firms the most effec-
tive way in general. The individual firm approach was seen to improve services as by 
recognizing firm’s needs those services could be targeted better and if necessary, al-
lows modifying the service based on direct feedback. This requires knowing the cus-
tomer base and actively seeking new customers. As the aim is to know what services 
suit certain type of firm it requires experienced and skilled service providers to recog-
nize if they, or their partner, have some services to offer.  
However, while the individual firm focus was strongly highlighted, the industry or 
cluster point of view was also seen necessary when it comes to the strategic goals. Not 
only it makes sense to promote potential industries abroad, but it also tells about in-
formation gathering and forming of the “big picture”. In for example Tekes it has 
been noted that there has been a shift from development of technologies to develop-
ment of product or service concepts which has causes some changes, and examples 
like this tells about the importance of following and understanding what is going on in 
the industry. Aside assigning people to serve certain type of firms, in some cases per-
son’s own interests, expertise and experience were seen as the main reasons when it 
comes to determining what sector to focus on and what is the expert’s industry of 
choice. There are also many means to reach the larger customer segments stated in 
Team Finland strategy, and this is done via specialized campaigns, trade delegations 
and export promotion, regional tours, exhibitions or programs where Tekes, Finpro 
and Finnvera are representing their services for certain industries. 
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Aside adapting new methods to old working models there were also interests towards 
new concepts and advantages that Team Finland brings with it. Team Finland meant 
three things to the informants: operating under a new brand, new forms of operations 
and improved cooperation between regional partner organizations. Team Finland has 
also been seen as a new way to bring customers in thanks to closer teamwork and 
sharing of customer information. The main issue, the shattered field of service provid-
ers that needs to be combined into a more recognizable and resource saving form, is 
naturally what Team Finland aims to fix. Firms need one source of information in-
stead of information being scattered to different places. This unification will also 
make it easier to market services to customers. When it comes to promoting Finnish 
firms abroad, Team Finland as a brand was seen especially useful for a couple of rea-
sons. From public organization perspective Team Finland is better known than Tekes 
or Finnvera. Firms also know how to take advantage of using these strong brands as a 
support, as being represented under the brand “Team Finland” can tell that this firm is 
promising enough to gain support from these public organizations which have high 
service prerequisites. 
The cross-organizational model for services is one important factor, as this was noted 
as the foundation for Team Finland work due to the past experiences, when organiza-
tions worked together in common projects, exchanged personnel between organiza-
tions, and noted the benefits. Purpose is to create crossover teams, mix organizations 
and networks better across the country to provide services and this better coordination 
will increase the efficiency of operations when providing existing services and allows 
marketing partner organization’s services better. This kind of close teamwork has 
been done in North Savo for many years already. Aside emphasizing network model, 
one major contributing factor to effective cooperation is joint office facilities, also 
called Team Finland “hubs”, and in Kuopio Tekes, Finpro, Finnvera and ELY have 
operated in the same building which enhances synergy. The plan is to create more 
regional Team Finland hubs alongside with the network model of working. It was 
certainly interesting that close proximity to other organizations was seen very im-
portant for the effective team work, despite the imminent focus on relying on phone 
calls, emails and video conferences the networking model emphasizes. 
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The customer management system, which was one key idea of the pilot project, has 
been defined as the key factor also in Team Finland work and is seen vital for its suc-
cess. It would help in the screening of customer candidates and it combines a larger 
network of organizations – ministries, foreign network and regional organizations – to 
meet the requirements of the business life. This saves customer’s and service provid-
er’s time and resources together with the network model type of operation. The pur-
pose is to replaces old customer management systems, which also leads to the remov-
al of overlapping customer portfolios. However, this advancing “outsourcing” of cus-
tomer screening to customers and programs partially conflict with statements related 
to ‘identifying potential management teams’ and with the highlighted focus on “tradi-
tional legwork”: personal customer contacting which was seen very important. 
Aside change in systems and practices the change itself was seen to affect the cohe-
sion. Since the meaning is to cover internationalization work under one brand and 
unify the processes this was also seen as a mental change, creating “Team Finland 
teams”. One of the interviewed wondered if the final form is to have a feeling that one 
works for Team Finland and not for the current organization. In addition there were 
some who are accustomed to their own working style and management. This is why it 
was seen important to “keep up the momentum” and start implementing changes into 
the service level in order to assure people that this is the “new and only way of work-
ing”. 
It is also important to note that in its current state Team Finland has some issues that 
affect the services and as similar factors were seen as problems in Israel’s Yozma it is 
necessary to note these issues in my study. These problems exist mostly due to the 
ongoing transition phase, where existing services and administration level have faced 
radical changes. This is why certain elements in this study have required defining 
what is permanent, what is temporary and what seems to be a greater problem. Ac-
cording to the interviews and strategies many any of these problematic issues or sug-
gestions of improving the service have already been noted during the regional Team 
Finland pilot project, and previously when organizations have worked closely together 
like in Golden Gavia. Certain critical elements, such as the network style operating 
model and the common customer management, are also only starting to take shape in 
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late 2015 and many other issues might require longer time in order to be tested and 
finished. 
One noted issue is the large amount of services and programs that have caused prob-
lems to the cross-organizational teamwork, as old programs usually won’t disappear 
when new ones emerge. While networking and personally knowing other service pro-
viders makes learning easier, it requires actively updating one’s information and it 
was seen that it basically requires participating in cross-organizational projects in or-
der to learn the services properly. In general it was seen difficult to know partner’s 
available services and stay up to date with them and this in turn makes it difficult to 
market their services to the customers. This issue has partly been solved by introduc-
ing six service areas for internationalization services built from both existing and new 
services, which forms the “rulebook” for every member serving the customer. Despite 
categorizing and grouping old services under six main service areas, many saw that 
the amount of services should be even smaller and there is a dire need to bring forth 
the core focus of each existing service, as even in the current form it is not necessarily 
easier to learn them. Since it is the amount of services was seen as a problem, the fact 
that there are new cross-organizationally provided services in development was seen 
conflicting.  
Conflicts tell that the management of change and leadership during the early phase of 
Team Finland has been seen problematic for the services. There are some conflicts 
between the strategy and actions, as for example it was noted that Tekes has started to 
provide loans aside funding, which was previously seen Finnvera’s task. This not only 
purposefully creates new overlapping elements but it also confuses both the service 
providers and the customer. However when overlapping elements were reduced in 
some service areas it meant that personnel was also reduced, and this can be seen es-
pecially in counseling services which depends on experienced people and where 
available resources are defining how many customers can be served. These affect to 
customer selection although factors such as network type of model, common customer 
management and deeper cooperation were explained solving the issue. Also when 
talking about unification processes it was noted that it should affect common metrics 
and goals, and this part has been seen lacking as organizations have different ways of 
doing things and they use their own customer portfolios and metrics.  
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When it comes to the speed of changes, some thought that the required large scale 
overhauls in management, services and administration came too fast, for example by 
questioning these fast reforms and their timing to economic recession while opposite 
reactions were also stated, such as “we are waiting to truly begin the work but we 
have already waited for years”. The slow progress of unification has created a feeling 
that Team Finland increases the amount of work. While the reasons varied, the com-
mon view was that stronger leadership from the ministry and coordination was re-
quired, and it has been seen as the key to speed up the process, and the faster these 
chances can be put into practice, the better.  
However, it is also important to see the goal rather than note all negative aspects re-
lated to achieving it, because change management is a difficult task especially when it 
involves so many organizations that have used to their own working styles and man-
agement. The shift from organizational level changes has been seen necessary to 
achieve better foundation for services, and it was also noted that it is important to 
keep up the pace once it started. Radical changes were also seen necessary for people 
to understand that something is actually happening, and that Team Finland is not just 
a new name. Renewal of the Team Finland organizations, rethinking services, increas-
ing unity and networking of regional organizations that focus on providing interna-
tionalization services have served this long term goal. These mean appointing Tekes 
to guide regional Team Finland work, simplifying the control, management and com-
munication which together with equality makes cooperation more efficient. Joint of-
fice facilities and customer management system affect both integrity and service qual-
ity.  
 
 
4.5 Summary of the empirical results 
 
These three themes - focus points in the internationalization services, customer defini-
tion and how Team Finland services are being delivered - formed the main dimen-
sions for the empirical content analysis. Finding the critical elements and dimensions 
that guide both the practical and strategic governmental support for small innovative 
firms was the main goal, and the analysis framework helped to identify them. The 
informants offered valuable knowledge about their roles in the support, what are the 
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main elements of that support, who are the customers and what are the prerequisites 
for services.  
Multiple factors were identified from the data that can be seen to affect the support for 
born globals. It could be concluded that – as a basic concept – an innovative firm with 
social capital can get the most from the services provided by the Team Finland organ-
izations. Innovativeness and internationalization were clearly promoted in the service 
offerings, especially in funding or financing related ones. Although the role of financ-
ing and funding services is high and forms the majority of services, the “service bal-
ance” was seen to shift towards immaterial services. This increased role of infor-
mation sharing was seen necessary in order to improve the internationalization readi-
ness and capabilities of small firms by filling the skill gaps of entrepreneurial teams. 
Aside providing access to various industrial, entrepreneurial and client networks, 
counselling, management sparring and other immaterial services that enhance firm’s 
skills and capabilities were seen in a vital role although further consulting was seen to 
be partially limited by lack of entrepreneurial and industry experience. Sparring was 
also mentioned being a task of regional partner organizations, such as regional devel-
opment agencies and incubators. 
The prerequisites for services and scarcity of resources still guides what firms can be 
supported. The requirement for sufficient amount of private money and the service 
provider’s risk avoidance were the main findings. These were seen to promote select-
ing strong medium-sized firms as customers, as by supporting bigger firms the impact 
of support is greater in forms of employed people and revenues. This was one explain-
ing factor to the fact that while the amount of start-up customers has been increasing, 
their role in internationalization services was small. So aside the goal of providing 
firms a clear service hub instead of scattered service providers which Team Finland 
was seen to fix, the aim to strengthen the amount of firm and promote internationali-
zation seems to suffer from the lack of motive to become international. 
When it comes to providing these internationalization services in North Savo, certain 
elements that enhance the providing of services were highlighted. The joint office 
facilities and close relationships with the main partners were seen as the key factors 
that improve services. In addition to the cross-organizational nature of the new service 
model, the improved domestic and foreign networking was seen to serve support or-
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ganizations and customers in the best way alongside with the upcoming customer 
management system. While the usage of networks was shown as new ways to provide 
services and enable customer networking, traditional “footwork” service model, 
which emphasizes active contribution to customer contacting, was still seen vital and 
enhances commitment and knowledge about the customer’s situation. When promot-
ing the key industry sectors, effectively led trade promotion, special service cam-
paigns, exhibitions, and Team Finland tours were seen as the main tools. However, in 
general it was seen critical that the service offering must be kept simple and that when 
it comes to the leading of Team Finland activities there must be common goals and 
metrics in every organization. 
Combining the empirical research results to the results from the theoretical part forms 
the next and final part of my study. In order to answer the research question and how 
my study is linked to born global and governmental support studies I propose a model 
and a frameworks that are based on the empirical and theoretical findings. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter, I will present the conclusions of this study by linking empirical and 
theoretical result syntheses. In part 5.1 I propose a model for the governmental sup-
port for born globals in Finland according to the combined syntheses and describe the 
model in detail. Second part composes of estimating the value of this study based on 
research gap, validity, authenticity and other factors related to the credibility. Finally, 
I will propose research suggestions based on my findings. 
Previous studies have shown effective ways to support small, innovative firms and 
offered connections to the support for born globals. These previous theories intro-
duced the reason for this study, and it was conducted by studying how public organi-
zations have been mentioned in recent born global studies, what models there are in 
the co-operation between public organizations when supporting firms and what are the 
resource requirements for the internationalization of born global. The summary of 
support focus points in part 2.5 formed the initial theory base for my study. 
As noted, there is a good database thanks to the great interest among researchers to-
wards born global phenomenon, but as noted and explained in part 1.3, there are also 
aspects that require more information and research. Very little has been said about 
how public organizations actually contribute to firms becoming born globals, what 
factors affect this and what are the effective services for born globals. These led to my 
research question and thoughts about how external resources that increase firm’s ca-
pabilities and know-how, for example networking and sparring, are being used as ser-
vices in the internationalization process. It was important to build the theory base for 
this qualitative study (Johnston et al. 1999), as the relevant born global studies that 
had a link to public organization activities enabled me to find and form propositions 
and models based on findings from previous studies (Ghauri, Gronhaug, Kristianslund 
1995, 90). In addition to taking country conditions into account, these four sugges-
tions for the effective support that were formed in part 2.5 will now form the frame-
work for the conclusions of my study and the model presented in the next part.  
1) Early internationalization, which aims at gaining quick access to global business 
(Madsen & Servais 1997) 
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2) Follow up and subsequent international growth (Almor 2013; Avnimelech 2013; 
Sasi, & Arenius 2008) 
3) Governmental guidance is only facilitative and not dictatorial (Doh & Kim, 2014; 
Wilson 2007) 
4) Cooperation with private sector (Avnimelech et al. 2007) is needed in order to pro-
vide quality business support services (Doh & Kim, 2014, 1560)  
According to the previous studies born globals have been reported being in an increas-
ingly important role for the economic growth. Taken this statement as the leading 
thought in this study, to some extent there are elements that confirm this in the service 
focuses of Team Finland, as internationalization is one of the main themes alongside 
with attracting foreign investors and promoting innovativeness. It has also been 
acknowledged that there is a dire need to get small firms to grow into medium size, 
and the obvious way to growth is seen to be via internationalizing. This is especially 
true due to the small domestic market of Finland, and as the share of small firms in 
exporting firms is too low this potential needs to be targeted. In addition to many ear-
lier service concepts in the region that aimed for the growth of small firms in North 
Savo, the Golden Gavia project especially targeted born globals via co-operatively 
provided services and organized competitions for start-ups, which firms found to be 
both useful and effective. These naturally led me to expectations that the focus in 
Team Finland would also be on small firms and on their rapid internationalization. 
Certain elements were clear after conducting the interviews. When studying the ser-
vice provider’s point of view in North Savo, early internationalization focus is heavily 
affected by service prerequisites and prioritizing, meaning that available resources 
must be used efficiently. As the main focus of public organizations is to promote the 
growth of firms in order to create more jobs and revenues, and since the scarcity of 
resources encourages supporting strong, existing firms with the maximum output in 
mind, it could be that especially when it comes to financing risky start-ups it is the 
role of private investors that is especially important for born globals, as noted by 
Avnimelech et al. (2007, 1184), as born globals would otherwise be considered too 
risky for traditional financiers. Although, born global studies have confirmed that 
good management team that has skills and experience is usually rewarded with fund-
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ing (Loane et al. 2007, 500). As sufficient amount of private funding was also one of 
the main criteria for Team Finland services these issues are closely linked together. 
However, as shown by Loane et al. (2007) it is completely another study topic how to 
encourage private investors to be more active and how public organizations could act 
as the facilitative factor for venture capitalists, even though these potential connec-
tions can be included in the service model for born globals. Team Finland, and espe-
cially Finpro, does have a strong focus on promoting foreign investments in Finland, 
for example by focusing on marketing strong industries or clusters, but even if the role 
if financing and funding can’t be ignored due to these critical reasons, in my study I 
wanted to focus on other type of services that a born global – or start-up aiming at 
becoming a born global – could use. 
This approach of using the service provider’s point of view suffered from the fact that 
informants themselves felt like having little to none experience with true born global 
firms in North Savo due to the scarcity of such firms. Even though the informants 
acknowledged that 1) the potential exists, 2) the amount of start-ups as customers of 
the Team Finland organizations is increasing and 3) examples like the shift from fund-
ing towards loans means that service providers are focusing more and more on young 
firms, the total share of small firms in internationalization service customers is still 
low. This problem has deeper roots. In some cases it is a question of resources and 
capabilities but also a matter of will to grow than anything else – and motivation and 
drive to internationalize are the key features of a born global founder (Madsen & Ser-
vais 1997, 574). Although internationalization or the ability to internationalize in gen-
eral is the main prerequisite for services, some of the service criteria speaks clearly for 
born globals, which are usually founded by people who have experience from interna-
tional business activities and have skills and knowledge related to fund gathering. 
However, as it came clearer after the empirical data gathering, the amount of “true 
born globals” as customers in North Savo was almost nonexistent. As mentioned, po-
tential reasons relate to the pure scarcity of start-ups in general, but also to the link 
between remoteness of North Savo and investors, as noted in Israel’s Yozma 
(Avnimelech et al. 2007) which offers the explanation, so the role of location can’t be 
ignored when it comes to the search of born globals. 
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While the clearer empirical evidence of born globals in North Savo could have been 
preferred in order to offer a steadier foundation for my study, as stated the born global 
point of view in my study was formed from literature findings and its mission was to 
find connections for the governmental support from existing and new service ele-
ments. Therefore I focused on comparing findings from this study to the previous lit-
erature in order to see how to governmental organizations can promote start-ups to 
become born globals, as this research gap was suggested by Loane et al. (2007) and 
Gabrielsson and Kirpalani (2004). By analyzing offered services and matching them 
to born global’s features and requirements I draw a line between the emerging of born 
globals and regional business services offered by public organizations and their part-
ners. 
 
 
5.1 Contribution to the internationalization of small innovative firms 
 
After reflecting the theory on my findings from the interviews and secondary data it is 
clear that the answer to the research question “how promotes” is now two fold, as the 
importance of constructing right organization structures to accommodate services and 
implementing support policies are closely linked together. So in addition to analyzing 
what services born globals use and what services the Team Finland organizations pro-
vide for firms, I studied governmental support studies and linked the findings to the 
support for born globals. By doing this I consider contributing to the research litera-
ture by offering the “whole picture” of governmental support for born globals from 
the perspective of service providers. 
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Figure 13. Triggering of born globals via governmental support and prerequisites for 
effective support 
 
The “whole picture” view, as shown in Figure 13, firstly presents the conditions that 
promote born global style internationalization in the country. In general this means 
country programs aiming to improve certain industries, or certain elements such as 
innovativeness. The emphasis of public policies and governmental support for firms 
can’t be denied (Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014; Fiore et al. 2011; Herstad et al. 2010; 
Laanti et al. 2007) and it is also notable that Team Finland’s promotion of innovative-
ness, focus on emerging and promising industries, start-ups and strong emphasis on 
internationalization provides effective connections to the support for born globals. 
While it has been seen that the small open economies themselves promote small firms 
to enter global markets due to small domestic market size, internationalization is an 
aspect that is increasingly important for the public organizations that provide services, 
financing and funding for firms, and this can be seen in Team Finland, where support 
for internationalization forms one of the key areas. However, as mentioned the public 
sector has equally important concerns in the strengthening of domestically active 
small firms, and solving the problems related to employment, revenues and missed 
potential which form a difficult question: how to get small firms to grow into medi-
um-size. 
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As conditions for firm support include both public and private support organizations, 
the first part of answering the research question’s “how” comes in a form of “how to 
facilitate actions”: how the services are being provided, what are the service structures 
and how the services are being led. This means answering to question “how support 
organizations serve the customer”, and the potential customer in this case is born 
global. This required linking governmental support to born globals by studying how 
country policies and programmes affect innovations, protection of copyrights and oth-
er issues vital for small innovative firm that aims to enter global markets. Here the 
guidelines of Doh and Kim (2014), Almor (2013), Avnimelech (2013) Sasi and Are-
nius (2008), Avnimelech et al. (2007) and Wilson (2007) apply. The main theory for 
“how to support born globals” was formed from these born global literature findings, 
and the main example case was Israel’s Yozma program. This involved studying ret-
rospective studies that analyzed the results and effectiveness of governmental policies 
and support in Israel.  
 
 
5.1.1 Improving conditions: facilitative versus dictatorial leading 
 
In order to provide the right services and stay dynamic in a changing environment, 
adaptability and ability to change with the firms was seen crucial for public organiza-
tions when it comes to planning and delivering services (Wilson 2007, 53). That is 
why it is necessary to be able to update both services and policies according to find-
ings from the regional organizations that are serving the customer. This perspective of 
following what trends the firms are following was also seen to remove the problem of 
“narrowing innovations” by supporting only certain industries (Avnimelech et al. 
(2007). So while it works in trade promotion and exhibitions, according to informants 
industry or cluster focus should not be the only way to determine promising cases. As 
it was seen in Team Finland Future Watch, predicting the future is not easy when it 
comes to business leads. This highlights the role of “staying in touch” with the firms 
in order to spot emerging trends, and promotes customer serving specialists to follow 
and specialize in various industries. 
While the aforementioned bottom-up style learning is preferable, these factors still 
require a working framework and effective leading. As noted in the Yozma example 
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by Avnimelech (2013, 846), this requires effective and adaptive leading and effective 
tools for implementing strategies at the operational level. In Team Finland’s case, this 
is especially true since there many organizations working together with different 
working methods and goals and since the aim is to focus on cross-organizationally 
provided services and deepen the co-operation. Effective leading in cross-
organizational services was seen as the most important part both in studies and empir-
ical data I gathered from the Team Finland organizations. This leading aspect contains 
defining the ways to work and selecting which customers to serve, and here the lesson 
from Doh and Kim (2014, 1560) about “narrowing the innovation pool” should still 
be kept in mind. That is why dictatorial leading doesn’t work well although the 
framework for effective working must exist first and it might require harsh actions – 
as described by one informant, “it is important to see that this is not just a new label 
on top of an old way of working”. While the operational level defines the customer in 
the first place, as customer contact happens there, various “strategic” ways to control 
or guide the selection of customers exists. This controlling was seen to be effective in 
a form of exhibitions, trade promotion trips and other activities that target certain key 
industries. 
It was interesting to see the key factors in Israel’s Yozma, and see how the main prin-
ciples of effective governmental support are present in the existing framework and in 
the Team Finland model. Although it is fair to acknowledge that differences exist, for 
example the fact that Yozma aggressively attracted venture capital and that public 
organizations “bailed out” their share of investments and left firms and support organ-
ization into the hands of private ownership. However Yozma also organized effective 
business support services and incubators in order to promote key industries in other 
regions than capital or key industry regions, and had a focus on technological start-
ups, which contributed to the creation of born globals, so using the findings from 
Yozma as learning points is justified. One such factors of Yozma for policy targeting 
was the appointing of a strategic organization and organizations that led the coopera-
tion (Avnimelech 2013). In Team Finland, there is the ministry level guidance and the 
steering group, and Tekes that guides the regional Team Finland work. The addition 
of customer committee planning for services tells about increased adaptability - but 
only if it manages to really “capture” the actual customer experience and feedback. 
While it is important to do required “dictatorial” changes in order to implement stra-
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tegic changes to the operational level, it is also important to have trust in changes and 
keep sure the functionality of organization doesn’t suffer from it. Since cross-
organizational teams represent the future of service providing work between govern-
mental organizations that trust is necessary in order to guarantee effective co-
operation (Wilson 2007, 53).  
Other factors in leading relate to facilitative actions that support serving the customer 
and co-operation between organizations. It is important to notice the share of task 
between regional organizations, as new firms first were seen to be customers for re-
gional development agencies and incubators, and then being potential customers for 
the Team Finland organizations. In addition to delegating tasks all factors that pro-
mote unification, such as the customer management system shared by all Team Fin-
land organizations, common goals and metrics, affect to how effectively firms can be 
served, and drive organizations towards the guideline that Team Finland presents. As 
the unintentional problem financing and funding caused for the “visibility” of these 
services according to the informants was somewhat surprising, it was seen that better 
profiling in Team Finland services and removal of overlapping services is important 
for the customer who might not even know what services are available for him.  
Another particular finding that appeared in Yozma’s results and in the interviews re-
lated to service programs that were offered to internationalizing firms. In Yozma it 
was seen that low amount of entries and clear exit point both marketed the program 
and pulled firms in, so some form of restriction works. When it comes to the new ser-
vices in Team Finland, it was seen that the initial interest had been high, but the crite-
ria to enter have also been high, and some programs were told to “never end”. At the 
same time there were notes such as how the complexity and the sheer amount of ser-
vices is a problem for customers, and even greater to service providers. This is a prob-
lem especially when cross-organizationally promoted services require that every cus-
tomer serving person can choose appropriate services also from the partner organiza-
tions. While it was stated that “customers don’t need to know about these issues” this 
factor is connected with the issue of “uniting the scattered service information and 
offering services better”. 
While many informants thought that “everything works already” as the tasks “remain 
the same” and customers still need to be served despite the on-going changes in or-
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ganizations, Team Finland was seen to represent new and effective way of working, 
which also reflects positively on customers. For example the customer management 
system was seen to bring a new way to acquire customers, link organizations and 
partners closer and enable better connection to country teams. However, it was seen 
that the strongest effect of this new Team Finland branding can be seen abroad.  
The culmination point for the facilitation of effective services at the regional level is 
the construction of regional Team Finland “hubs”, which can be seen to fulfill three 
goals. Firstly this improves co-operation and knowledge about partner organization’s 
services and activities which is critical for cross-organizationally provided services. 
Secondly, joint office facilities maintain the knowledge of firms in the region (Wilson 
2007), although the planned network model could be seen to scatter or at least limit 
this “concentrated knowledge”. Thirdly, strong presence of the local public organiza-
tions and active, visible supporting of firms could also be seen to attract private inves-
tors, as the proximity of public business service providers and attractiveness of the 
region to start-ups was seen to attract private investors (Avnimelech et al. 2007). 
 
 
5.1.2 Triggering the start and emphasis on the early internationalization 
 
These aforementioned factors explain how important role the country conditions and 
leading and planning of governmental programs, such as Team Finland, have. These 
“enabling factors” lead directly to the offered services. For a firm that has a product, 
knows its customers and has the main business prerequisites, Team Finland organiza-
tions and regional partners can help in gathering the missing resources. According to 
the findings from the previous studies the direct answer to the question “how pro-
motes” is “by providing facilitative actions” (Soogwan & Byungkyu 2014) that in-
crease and enhance firm’s skills and capabilities: funding and financing services, 
support services for the management via counselling and sparring and enabling differ-
ent type of networks. This was confirmed by both the theory and empirical findings. 
In addition the role of providing information for firms in many different ways seems 
to be increasing according to service providers, and by concentrating on management 
and team issues these contribute to the improving of know-how and skills needed 
when entering global markets. 
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As the main challenge is to recognize the need for services it requires knowing the 
customer and what kind of firm it represents. By recognizing a potential start-up it 
offers connections for possible market information, managerial and networking sup-
port services that speed up the internationalization. As defined in part 2.1, born glob-
als are essentially small firms with a founder/entrepreneur-driven focus on interna-
tionalization and team-based formation, exploiting business opportunities with a 
unique technology or service solutions which could be supported by triggering the 
interest to enter global markets, for example by enhancing the business opportunity 
knowledge (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013). Triggering start-ups led to studying 
how born globals originate and finding connections to the governmental support. In 
the research of Loane et al. (2007) start-ups that became born globals emerged as 
spin-offs when founders spotted an opportunity which their current firm didn’t want 
to exploit, or it didn’t have the required resources. Focus on the defined key industries 
– cleantech, life sciences, bioeconomy and internationalization of ICT and software 
business start-ups – could be seen both as a narrowing of technological and innovation 
“pool” and as way to help identifying potential firms, as identifying growing trends 
and recognizing spin-offs that form innovative firms that spearhead new business 
models is a challenging task for service providers. This means that the features and 
qualities of born globals provide both opportunities and challenges, especially in the 
customer screening process where the recognizing of potential teams and team build-
ing skills happens. 
When triggering offers only one stage for services, another stage relates to enabling 
the actions that emerge from the triggering phase. Born globals studies have presented 
many paths of growth (Almor 2013; Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson 2013; Gabrielsson et 
al. 2008) as shown for example in Figure 5, and born global research propositions, 
such as customer scope being preferred in technological born globals (Almor 2013, 
72), provide useful information for the service providers. The emphasis on early in-
ternationalization is clearly present in Team Finland services, but it is vital to look for 
certain elements more closely. For firms aiming to be born globals, support for the 
entry mode, usually a foreign distributor for born globals (Laanti et al. 2007; Knight 
& Cavusgil 2004) forms one major need for service. As noted, support for early inter-
nationalization requires experience and resources, and the most common failures in 
the early internationalization happen due to lack of capital, bad management skills and 
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not knowing the marketplace well enough. While it has been seen that born global’s 
entrepreneurial team is usually skilled and experienced it is still based on a specific 
set of skills (Loane et al. 2007) and there is evidence that the managerial resources are 
needed (Loane et al. 2007; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004). In general when thinking 
about whom to target business support services the who is usually a team formation in 
emerging born globals (Loane et al. 2007, 496) that forms the basis for rapid interna-
tionalization. This implicates that recognizing the team potential and team building 
skills – which was used as one customer criteria according to informants – when 
screening for customer firms could lead to direct supporting of emerging born globals. 
This aspect was confirmed in the empirical part, as the informants clearly highlighted 
the importance of looking at teams and team building skills instead of just focusing on 
the founder. 
When looking at the early internationalization and what are other prerequisites for it, 
one of the most important factor for small firms is funding/financing related aids and 
services according to service providers. This finding came as no surprise since it was 
also stated in earlier born global studies (e.g. Gabrielsson et al. 2004), as internation-
alization asks for many kinds of resources from the firm and funding is what born 
globals lack in general, and public service providers fill an important gap in this pro-
cess in form of loans, guarantees and funding. In addition Finnvera also participates to 
providing direct investments and seed money to early-stage firms via its subsidiaries 
(Finnvera website) in order to cooperate with the venture capital field, which is an 
important part of resource acquiring for the born globals. Since born globals use inno-
vations to lever themselves into global markets the role of Tekes and ELY are quite 
apparent, since they are offering funding for innovative firms. 
So, the role of capital in the early internationalization is noted, but then there are man-
agement training and market information issues that were seen important for start-ups 
aiming for global markets, and different kind of sparring services were also found 
effective in Golden Gavia. These relate to enhancing the firm’s social resources that 
are critical for the internationalization process (Loane et al. 2007, 491) and especially 
since born global rely on limited set of skills they need to reinforce those in order to 
reach the initial lead market and resources - clients and important networks (Almor 
2013; Loane et al. 2007; Madsen & Servais 1997). However, certain issues can be 
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seen to demote the role of counselling for born globals in Team Finland, as this ser-
vice form is limited by 1) decreasing the amount of resources, which forces service 
provider to focus on medium-sized firms that provide jobs and revenues, and 2) by 
person’s social skills and lack of industry and entrepreneurial experience.  
However when looking at larger concepts that connect born globals and service pro-
viders, one critical point for the early internationalization combines managerial aid, 
need for detailed market information and networking. Defining the entry mode com-
bines the need for these services, as counseling and sparring relates to solving issues 
in production, operational activity and market strategy phases which was seen very 
useful. Market information was seen important, as it can also be seen as the starting 
point for will to exploit a spotted opportunity and as a way to strengthen the commit-
ment of the firm. While some newest market information services that basically pro-
vide trade leads for firms, such as Future Watch, are partly designed for groups of 
firms, according to the informants the direction of market information services is go-
ing more towards firm-based inquiries. This was seen as an improvement when com-
pared with the original model where information is gathered and then informed to 
firms that might be interested in it. Market information is also closely linked to the 
new forms of networking, as the strengthening of link between regional and foreign 
country teams can only be seen beneficial for born globals, who target niche markets 
and searches for local partners or acquisition targets. This importance for detailed 
market information and the need to allocate resources better in country teams in order 
to provide that information for the customers was noted by several informants. This 
need also highlights the role of public organizations networking externally as well, not 
only internally. 
 
 
5.1.3 Improving networking 
 
Small firms have been seen to benefit especially from networking elements in their 
early internationalization. Networks connect small firms more effectively with re-
sources (Cannone & Ughetto 2014, 275) and networking skill is one of the success 
factors of early internationalization, as in some cases contacts facilitate the whole pro-
cess towards born global-ness (Loane et al. 2007, 500). Networks provided by public 
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organizations were seen beneficial for born globals in some studies (Gabrielsson and 
Gabrielsson 2013, 1365) as they can employ country networks in various ways (Mad-
sen & Servais 1997). Considering that networking forms such an important connec-
tion point to the support for born globals, Team Finland’s way of enhancing network-
ing capabilities of the support organizations by strengthening the link between region-
al organizations and foreign market (country teams), by increasing the business life 
focus in the country teams and by providing access to export promotion trips was seen 
to greatly improve services, as it allows connecting customers to right parties faster. 
So for the customer the important elements are platforms for networking, access to 
industrial networks and support for connecting firm to its foreign clients and partners 
if the firm has difficulties in reaching them.  
Aside offering access to various domestic and foreign networks, increasing the aspect 
what Laanti et al. (2007, 1113) and Wilson (2007, 56) called entrepreneurial network-
ing is important according to both studies and informants. Like one informant told, 
“there is no limit for what firms can learn from each other”. Especially by combining 
“mixed” firms from different industries and firms of different size and stage of inter-
nationalization was seen as the most effective way of entrepreneurial networking. In 
this part the networking aspect works the best according to studies (e.g. Gabrielsson & 
Kirpalani 2004, 561), as firms can learn much from each other and from experts, and 
firms were seen to eagerly use these “peer supports”, counselling and sparring oppor-
tunities, organized by the support organizations. The advisory board model, which 
was noted in the born global studies and also in my empirical research part, seems 
particularly interesting as it combined counseling, networking and may even lead to 
adopting entry modes and strategies used by the already internationalized firm. Born 
global studies have confirmed that start-ups can be led to different entry-modes and 
strategies by following more experienced firms, and in general the pitfalls of early 
internationalization can be avoided by learning from experienced firms who have 
gone through the internationalization process. The advisory board model was also 
seen to contribute to all of these factors. It has been noted that people behind born 
global firms are skilled in networking, so it would be only natural to presume that 
they could gain the most from these provided opportunities. 
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So, according to this knowledge the role for Team Finland is to be a connector, being 
the one that guides firms toward the right networks (Wilson 2007, 56) at the firm lev-
el, regional level and links regional networks to domestic and foreign networks, which 
are composed of country teams and external connections such as consultants. This 
improved networking also addresses two issues presented by previous studies: the 
policy priority issue in networking presented by Loane et al. (2007) where firms could 
utilize the support organizations’ contacts and networks in order to reach their client 
or partner, and the second issue, where small open economies that promote network-
ing platforms usually suffer from the lack of outward connections and emphasize na-
tional linkages more (Herstad et al. 2010). While previous studies (Loane et al. 2007) 
also suggested that public organizations should also offer effective linking to venture 
capitalists and business angels, as the role of private money is important both for the 
firm and public organization due to the service prerequisites, supporting firms in 
forming relations to domestic venture capitalists and business angels could only be 
seen happening in networking via advisory board service. This is because the gather-
ing of private money was seen to be based on the firm’s own capabilities and skills, 
and the informants saw themselves having no direct role in this process aside the FDI 
promotion, which is also one of the main missions of Team Finland.  
 
 
5.1.4 Cooperation with the regional partners  
 
Aside improving and deepening the co-operation between the Team Finland organiza-
tions, in order to provide the best business services for internationalizing firms it the 
previous studies presented findings that public organizations need to co-operate with 
the private sector (Avnimelech et al. 2007). Born globals, which utilize networks ef-
fectively, could also be seen to benefit from access to various organization networks 
via services (Loane et al. 2007). As the whole Team Finland network consists of vari-
ous organizations and institutes, the short definition of “Team Finland partner” in this 
study includes research institutes, educational institutes, cities and chambers of com-
merces, and in general it is important to notice how regional economic development 
companies are also strongly present.  
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In Team Finland, this cooperation between partners – public and private – has been 
recognized in various ways. First is the usage of networks to reach private consultants 
in order to provide quality business service for customer firms. Foreign consultants 
are also being employed when needed as a part of counseling acquisition (Confiden-
tial report from the interview), which can be seen especially useful for born globals 
due to the increased market knowledge and networks. Secondly there exists the share 
of tasks as seen in Figure 14. Incubators, regional economic development companies 
and business consultant firms, such as Kuopio Innovation, were seen as a great aid, as 
they represent the interests of the region and develop firms until they are ready to in-
ternationalize and enter Team Finland support services. These form also a possibility 
for born globals due to the potential risk they present and which might prevent mana-
gerial support from “conventional” sources (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani 2004), i.e., 
Team Finland organizations. These firms, which are “prepped” by other support or-
ganizations, were mentioned being “ready to enter the national team” which Team 
Finland prepares. 
 
Figure 14. Team Finland service model with regional partner organizations 
 
Close cooperation with private firms has been closely present in successful country 
programs that have succeeded in promoting born globals. Not only does this coopera-
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tion between public and private organizations benefit customer’s industrial and entre-
preneurial networking (Laanti et al. 2007; Wilson 2007; Madsen & Servais 1997), but 
also broadens the innovation pool (Doh & Kim 2014) which is important for the 
economy. While in Yozma the idea was to give room for full privatization after some 
time had passed, and advance to privatization also in business incubators (Avnimelech 
et al. (2007), Team Finland’s method of networking and using of private consultants 
and other regional support organizations could be seen to reach the benefits from the 
public-private cooperation. 
The greatest potential in this cooperation could be achieved by linking investors to the 
network (Loane et al. 2007), as mentioned at the end of part 5.1.3. It was clear that in 
Team Finland the major form of support relies on assisting firms by financing or 
funding, but for example monetary support from public organizations has its limits, as 
it is vital to avoid over dependency (Wilson 2007, 53), and excessive support was also 
seen to potentially distort competition and damage the innovativeness (Doh & Kim 
2014). Certain opinions concerning the need of public financing emerged a few times 
during the interviews, for example “should they let the strong firms live and the weak 
die” which questioned the excessive support for firms. While it is understandable that 
the public organizations focus on guiding and providing only the most necessary re-
sources if the risk and input are balanced, it could be argued if public organization 
should also help in improving firms capabilities in the gathering of the required in-
vestments. 
 
 
5.1.5 Ensuring subsequent growth via follow-up 
 
When thinking about how to support firms, it is not enough that the majority of sup-
port takes place at the beginning, as shown by Almor (2013). A firm following born 
global model of internationalization – lead market with niche focus (Madsen & Ser-
vais 1997) – sees the growth after reaching the initial customers, and follows a path 
directed towards increasing markets, customers or products as shown by Almor’s 
(2013, 66) example. This is the reason why the follow-up of internationalizing firm is 
important in order to also support firm and subsequent growth of the region, as noted 
by Sasi and Arenius (2008) and Almor (2013). The importance of national and re-
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gional level attention to this matter is obvious, as for example Almor (2013) saw the 
internationalization of small innovative firm as an “engine” for economic growth for 
small economies such as Finland.  
In Team Finland there are several existing and upcoming elements that promote this 
follow-up process, but it was seen important to further enhance this element in the 
services. One of the most important element was seen to be the upcoming customer 
management system and a platform allowing further interaction between firms and 
public organizations. The critical part for the follow-up process is the fast and reliable 
distribution of information about clients, services it has received and state, and this 
aspect was seen to be improving. Another improvement was seen to be appointing of 
contact people for firms from the country teams and from the Team Finland organiza-
tion (Confidential report from the interview), which enhances the customer team as-
signment model seen in Golden Gavia, as described in Figure 3. 
This “customer team” concept and strong customer focus play the key role in the fol-
low-up process, and my interview results supported this: it was seen that by personal-
ly contacting the customer Team Finland organization serves him in the best way. The 
personal contacting was the “way of doing it right” and it increases both commitment 
and knowledge about the firm’s situation. Possible changes in the service need after 
the early internationalization relates to the initially chosen customer, country and 
product scopes and paths which may be altered or combined (Almor 2013) in order to 
pursue further growth and market expansion, and these could offer learning points for 
the follow-up process. It is arguable if network model based service providing, where 
experts across the country can take part to the customer case, actually lessens the ef-
fectiveness the follow-up process, or improves it. 
 
 
5.2 Value of this study – contribution to the research field and limitations 
 
Before I show the connection between my study and the research field of born globals 
and governmental support in a form of Figures 15 and 16, it is important to take into 
account factors contributing to the validity and credibility when inspecting the value 
of my study. First there is a limitation based on the chosen the methodology. Qualita-
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tive research is challenging and it requires experience, and especially in interviewing 
it is crucial to probe enough, as otherwise it only leads to getting standardized answers 
from all participants (Yin 1994, 85). Aside knowing how to gather data it was im-
portant to follow methodology guidelines. The building of theory has been seen as the 
main prerequisite for case studies and by using findings from each case and linking 
those to the existing framework in order to produce new theories, but the usage of 
qualitative data itself sets limitations to the theory building (Eisenhardt, 1989, 546). 
While findings from born global literature and governmental support cases offered a 
sturdy foundation, it is still important to acknowledge the fact: common aspect for 
case studies is that generalizations made from cases can’t be produced (Eriksson & 
Kovalainen 2004, 125) unless the case study has strong prerequisites in theory build-
ing (Johnston et al. 1999; Eisenhardt 1989). I have acknowledged that small scale case 
study can be used to test theories to some extent and form propositions, but as the 
main mission of my study was to provide a better understanding about the govern-
mental support, the organizational factors that affect services and how born globals fit 
to this, the frameworks and models that were presented in this study work as proposi-
tions. 
Second limitation is a major one and relates to the perspective of this study. Due to the 
perspective in this study, customers were analyzed via born global literature review 
and identified via service providers’ experiences and views, service descriptions and 
Team Finland strategies. However, several problems appeared after collecting the 
empirical part. While the previous studies have strongly shown and foreseen the im-
portance of born globals for the economy and regional projects targeting born globals 
(Doh & Kim, 2014; Avnimelech 2013; Avnimelech et al. 2007), I found it difficult to 
drawn connections between what I spotted from the empirical part and the previous 
literature. Key reason for this was the very small amount of true born globals in the 
North Savo region according to the Team Finland organizations. The lack of clearly 
identifiable born globals in North Savo was a surprise to me. Despite several factors 
speaking on behalf of born global, such as some of the services being aimed at new 
firms and in the service criteria listing both experience and know-how in require-
ments, due to this limitation there was no way of telling if born global firms get the 
resources they need from other sources with their skills and networking and simply 
don’t need public organizations, or the low amount of start-ups aiming for global 
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markets instead of staying in Finland might really be that low in North Savo. Accord-
ing to the studies (Avnimelech 2007), private capital tends to gather in capital regions 
or key industry regions and this might be one factor explaining this, even though 
strong regional support organizations were seen to lessen this to some degree. It is 
crucial to note that when it comes to the goal of public organizations, it is growth and 
growth via internationalization per se that is important for the regional Team Finland 
organizations. 
Regarding these factors, this study setup formed a paradox: what is the importance of 
domestic support for born globals that are seen to exist because they can seek the re-
sources they need abroad? Considering this question the Yozma’s successful creation 
of born globals could be seen as a “side-effect” of effective venture capital gathering 
to Israel and nothing else. However, since a specific born global focus has existed in 
the region during the Golden Gavia project and as the increasing amount of new firms 
as customers was recognized I concluded that it was equally important to understand 
how to promote start-ups to enter global markets in the born global manner, which 
means analyzing factors that support this “born global-ness”. This was done by gath-
ering experience from the service providers, previous programmes that led to Team 
Finland model and asking about customer selection and Team Finland itself.  
Closely linked to the previous issue is my focus on service providers only and timing 
of this study. It is important to highlight that Team Finland was still seen as “in pro-
gress” by all interviewed people. Even though this offered a good opportunity to gath-
er information about how internationalization services are being selected and what 
factors the service model needs in order to be successful, it might also be too early to 
see the effectiveness of services for born globals due to the allocation of resources and 
unfinished services. Another issue related to timing could be the tricky economic situ-
ation of Finland which can also be seen to have a role in this study, since the low 
amount of resources were seen to force service providers to focus on firms that won’t 
form a risk. However, there are existing experiences for example from Golden Gavia, 
and regional services were seen to continue as usual but with the new additions and 
improvements, and these facts have helped to estimate how the non-funding based 
support works, and what role and share in services it has.  
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Retrospectively I think that the problem of question “how to support born globals” 
could have been answered better either by offering a combined view by interviewing 
both firms and service providers or by interviewing more people from the service pro-
vider organizations. One point of improvement could have been interviewing more 
experts from each organization, as the current amount of case units possibly forms a 
narrow view, and doesn’t enable enough cross-checking of data within the same or-
ganization. So in a sense these problems relate once again to the small scale of this 
study. This lack of resources has been seen as one issue why thesis studies usually 
lack the true academic contribution (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009, 85).  
Third limitation relates to the primary data gathering, mostly affecting the credibility 
of this study. As mentioned, conducting a qualitative study and especially interview-
ing require experience and skills in order to get sufficient results. Despite offered an-
onymity there is always a possibility that interviewed people might have told biased 
opinions, since Team Finland is still in progress. This might also be due to the fact 
that Team Finland was partly seen politically charged, and interviewed people weren’t 
willing to say anything that was not published before or and/or officially confirmed. 
To some degree, this was seen in the interview results which tells about not “probing” 
enough as Yin (1994) pointed out, however the most valuable data was obviously 
informants’ opinions and experiences. In some cases some statements were also with-
drawn from my study based on this reasoning when case summaries were presented to 
interviewed people, but this is of course the informant’s right to use veto power when 
presenting potentially sensitive data (Gioia et al. 2012, 19). These missing issues can 
be partially ignored, as while this study included analyzing certain organizational as-
pects, such as the level of cooperation between organizations and what issues were 
seen as major factors affecting the services, the aim of this study wasn’t related to 
estimating or judging Team Finland concept success, or go too deeply into details due 
to the small scale of this study, research focus and available resources. My reason for 
selecting Team Finland was related to the fact that I could use it as the latest point of 
view when it comes to supporting internationalizing firms via country policies and 
actions. 
Despite my efforts to provide a whole picture it was also easy to note that the com-
plexity of Team Finland organizations eventually caused problems when compared 
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with my available resources I could commit to this thesis project. However limiting 
the focus on one single aspect, such as social capital networking, might also have 
caused problems in data gathering. By focusing for example on one service element I 
could have gone further into the analysis, but this smaller scale and tighter focus 
would have required interviewing firms as well in order to get the whole picture, and 
it would have been a challenge task due to the lack of resources and secrecy when it 
comes to naming the customers of public organizations. As the main goal for this the-
sis project was to offer a chance to learn about governmental support I found it far 
more useful to find out the variety of immaterial services that are being offered in-
stead of focusing on one specific service element.  
 
 
 
Despite these listed limitations, the results of this study confirmed earlier findings by 
matching the need for resources from the born global side to the offerings of public 
support organizations. In addition I offered governmental program perspective to the 
field of born global studies and by adapting the team based view for born globals 
(Loane et al. 2007) it supported the service provider’s findings about the importance 
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of teams, and team building capabilities which were part of the criteria. The frame-
work of the contribution to the business research fields is shown in Figure 15. The 
practical outcome can be divided into three propositions. First, I compiled a frame-
work for effective governmental support for born globals, Secondly, it will show how 
emerging of born globals can be supported and thirdly, it will show what services 
born globals will need according to studies. My study also highlighted several issues 
that weren’t present in the previous born global studies, such as how the allocation of 
resources might affect the managerial services and how the active searching of poten-
tial firms that meet the requirements and personally contacting firms was seen as the 
most preferred way of working. This highlights the role of customer screening process 
and available resources that support organizations have for this process, meaning that 
the need for experts who are serving the firms remains high. This presents a dilemma 
in a form of network type of service providing which was seen to save resources but 
also to outsource parts of the screening process to customers themselves.  
 
Potential start-ups 
Funding and financing (in-
novative product, R&D) 
Venture capita-
lists, investors, 
business angels 
Filling the gaps in 
managerial skills and 
know-how 
Targeted industry 
sectors 
- recognizing the poten-
tial 
- identifying spin-offs 
- raising awareness 
(opportunities and sup-
port) via exhibitions, 
tours and campaigns 
Ensuring survivability 
and supporting growth 
paths (market, prod-
uct, customer focus) if 
required 
Customer / niche market 
Detailed market infor-
mation and access to the 
customer via public con-
tacts and networks, repre-
sentation at local market 
Entrepreneurial 
networking 
Incubators, con-
sultants and other 
regional partner 
organizations 
National linkages 
Outward 
linkages 
Figure 16. Support for born globals according to the conclusions of this study 
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The summary of proposed support model according to findings from Team Finland 
and previous theory is shown in Figure 16, presenting the possibilities to expand co-
operation to the required elements. These results from this study encourage two 
things: supporting new born global firms based on the evidence from born global lit-
erature, and linking venture capital programs closer to the other services provided by 
the Team Finland organizations in order to provide an attractive foundation for start-
ups in remote regions. The more active role of private money could be seen to en-
hance emerging of start-ups, and linkage to the Team Finland services with strong 
internationalization prerequisites and entrepreneurial networking could be the con-
tributing factor that supports born globals strategically. By enhancing the support el-
ements for start-ups that were previously initiated in the form of Golden Gavia, better 
firm potential efficiency and regional growth, as the born global studies have shown, 
can be achieved. 
The research contribution of this study is supporting the finding from born global 
studies, where the role of financing and funding services was the most critical factor 
and access to networks and managerial support appeared as factors that supported the 
firm to reach its customers with better efficiency. By linking that study field to the 
governmental support studies I offered more information about how to support born 
globals from the perspective of service providers, as this connection had gaps previ-
ously. 
I consider that these findings provide enough theory supporting evidence, which was 
seen important when judging the results of case study research (Johnston et al. 1999, 
209). As mentioned, this study offers only propositions and no generalizations due to 
the fact that larger amount of case studies would be needed to provide generalizations 
(Johnston et al. 1999, 204). However, after acknowledging that this study is far from 
being flawless when thinking about the need to combine both customer and service 
provider perspective, this study contributes to the theory building of governmental 
support for born globals, as I gathered important structures form the previous theory 
and formed a foundation by following methodology guidelines and by using triangula-
tion in data gathering (Eisenhardt 1989, 536). 
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5.3 Research suggestions  
 
After Team Finland service model progresses and final effectiveness surveys has been 
made by the organizations involved there will be more data available to be used for 
researchers. I propose a study which focuses on customer’s point of view or combines 
both customer and service provider perspectives. It is necessary to map the need for 
born globals when it comes to public services. Especially by focusing on start-ups that 
aim for global markets and by finding out what public services they use would greatly 
help to define the “matching” of governmental support for these firms, and this data 
could be used to define if there is a need to specifically provide better settings for 
born globals. 
When it comes to governmental support, there is clearly a link between economic 
situation and services that are being provided. Strong domestic firms were for exam-
ple seen to be more important customers thanks to the creation of revenues and jobs. 
Therefore it is good to ask if the economic situation affects a) what kind of firms get 
the support and b) what kind of services are being provided. In Team Finland, the 
trend is going towards loan-based funding and immaterial services although the public 
organization’s role as the financier is still strongly present. As lower amount of re-
sources was seen as one reason for this change it could be studied if changes in the 
financial instruments affect the supporting born globals. 
Another finding from the research also triggered my interest for future research sub-
ject. In all Team Finland organizations acquiring customers were preferred to be done 
by contacting firms via “traditional legwork”. Since close contact with firms was seen 
very important, the question is how the network model affects the support services. 
This would require finding out pros and cons from both support modes. 
Third suggestion is a promotion research suggestion by Loane et al. (2007, 502), as 
they found out that majority of born globals have a team formation as their foundation 
but they wanted to know how to compose the best possible team in order to create a 
born global firm. This means analyzing what combination of industrial preferences 
and social capital elements take place in that creation process. Understanding these 
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components could be helpful for public organizations who want to promote rapid in-
ternationalization via management support services. 
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